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Abstract
Context: Test Process Improvement (TPI) approaches are frameworks or mod-
els that guide software development organizations to investigate, assess and im-
prove their software testing process.
Objectives: We extend existing work in the area of Test Process Improvement
by identifying available approaches and by evaluating them in regards to their char-
acteristics. Furthermore, two selected approaches are evaluated with respect to
their content and assessment results.
Methods: In the first part of this study we use a systematic literature review to
identify the existing TPI approaches which are then used in the second part of the
study. The second part of the study is an industrial case study in which two TPI
approaches are applied in an industrial setting.
Results: We contribute in providing (1) a complete, in our opinion, list of 16
existing TPI approaches and their characteristics, (2) a detailed comparison of the
content and the results of the two applied approaches (TPI Next and TMMi) and
(3) experience in applying them in industry. As a result of this research we found
that the content as well as the assessment results of the two approaches are similar
to a great extent.
Conclusions: Numerous Test Process Improvement approaches are available,
but not all are generally applicable for industry. One major difference between
available approaches is their model representation. Even though, the applied ap-
proaches generally show strong similarities, differences in the assessment results
are noticeable due to their different model representations.
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1 Introduction
This section gives an introduction to the thesis, starting with a background to the topic.
Further, the purpose and aim of the study, the research questions and the delimitations
of the study are described. The section finishes by giving an outline of the remaining
sections in the report.
1.1 Background
Software testing is an ingrained part in the software development process. It is an im-
portant activity to support software quality. Major parts of the resources in a software
development project are consumed for testing purpose. Studies show that testing con-
stitutes more than 50% of the overall costs of software development [Harrold, 2000];
and with the increasing complexity of software the proportion of testing costs will still
rise unless more effective ways of testing are found. One main focus of investigation in
industry, for reducing cycle time and development costs, and at the same time increas-
ing software quality are their testing processes [Collofello et al., 1996]. However, state
of practice in testing is sometimes ignored or unknown in software development orga-
nizations, and testing is done in an ad hoc way [Bertolino, 2007] without designated
testing roles being defined.
In the past, several Test Process Improvement (TPI) approaches have been devel-
oped to help organizations in assessing and improving their testing processes. Nev-
ertheless, to successfully be able to improve testing processes of a specific organiza-
tion an appropriate approach has to be found which suits their specific needs and the
methodologies used in that company. Obviously, the expectations of the companies
differ depending on, e.g., internal goals, maturity awareness and process knowledge.
In conclusion, there is a need in providing an overview of available TPI approaches
and their specific characteristics in order to assist organizations in selecting the ap-
proach most suitable for them.
1.2 Purpose and aim of the study
The main objective of this study is to evaluate existing TPI approaches. This evaluation
is split into two parts. First, a general evaluation is applied to all approaches found
by a systematic literature review. Second, a more specific and detailed evaluation is
performed on a subset of the approaches in a case study.
The first part starts by finding a sufficient set of TPI approaches available in lit-
erature. Then these approaches are evaluated by a set of criteria. Besides providing
information about the identified TPI approaches useful for further research, this eval-
uation constitutes the basis for the selection of appropriate approaches to by applied
in the setting of the organization under study in the second part of the project, i.e., the
case study.
The second part starts with a pre-selection of applicable approaches based on the
results of the first evaluation (inclusion and exclusion criteria). A presentation of the
pre-selected approaches to the organization results in two approaches which are de-
cided to be applied in parallel in the organization. The selected approaches are ex-
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amined and evaluated in more detail regarding their specific content, and finally, after
application of both approaches to the organization their results are compared.
1.3 Research questions
With respect to the first part of the study, the identification and general evaluation of
existing TPI approaches, the following research questions are answered:
RQ1 Which different TPI approaches can be found in literature?
The intention of this question is to identify research papers dealing with ap-
proaches developed to improve software testing processes.
RQ2 What are the specific characteristics of these Test Process Improvement ap-
proaches?
The motivation for this question is to identify the unique characteristics which
differentiate the approaches from each other. The answers to this question pro-
vide the information needed to answer RQ 2.1 and 2.2.
RQ2.1 Which approaches are generally applicable in industry?
Based on the characteristics identified by RQ2 the general applicability of the
approaches is investigated by this question. The applicability might be limited by
a limitation of the approach to a specific domain, insufficient information, or not
completed development, and thus these approaches are not generally applicable
in industry.
In the second part of the study, the case study, the following research questions are
then answered:
RQ2.2 Which approaches are valuable for test process improvements in the company
under study?
Also based on the characteristics identified by RQ2 the approaches appropriate
for application in the case organization are selected by organization representa-
tives based on their expert opinion and expectations.
RQ3 How well can the content of the selected approaches be mapped to each other?
To be able to compare the assessment results of the TPI approaches applied in
the case organization the similarities and differences with respect to the content
of the selected approaches need to be identified. Besides being important input
for RQ4, and thus affects the case study, the answers to this question provide
significant information in regards to a general evaluation of the applied TPI ap-
proaches.
RQ4 How do the results of the selected approaches differ after applying them?
The intention of this question is to investigate to which extent the approaches
provide similar assessment results and in which aspects their results differ.
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1.4 Delimitations
As this thesis concentrates on the identification and evaluation of TPI approaches and
their assessment results, the actual application process of the approaches plays a sub-
ordinate role. Therefore, the application of the approaches is limited to the assessment
of the test process. Furthermore, the specific assessment processes of the applied ap-
proaches have been adapted to the needs of this study as described in later sections.
1.5 Outline of the study
This report is divided into nine sections.
Section 2 - Related work - provides an overview of literature reviews and case
studies conducted in areas related or similar to Test Process Improvement.
Section 3 - Study design and method selection - describes the overall design of the
study based on the Technology Transfer Model and gives reasons for the selection of
the two mainly applied research methods, systematic literature review and case study.
Section 4 - Execution of the systematic literature review - describes in detail the
steps executed in the systematic literature review.
Section 5 - Execution of the case study - describes the case study design, the case
and the steps executed in the case study. In addition it provides some information about
the two TPI approaches applied in the case study.
Section 6 - Results - provides the answers to the research questions.
Section 7 - Discussion - discusses the results from the systematic literature review
and the case study.
Section 8 - Threats to validity - describes the threats to validity of this study and
how they have been addressed.
Section 9 - Conclusion - concludes the study.
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2 Related work
This section focuses on literature reviews and case studies conducted in areas related
or similar to the area of Test Process Improvement. Details on the specific TPI ap-
proaches, on the other hand, are provided by the systematic literature review and sum-
marized as the results of RQ1 and RQ2 (see Section 6.1 and 6.2).
The specific research area of Test Process Improvement appears to be insufficiently
studied. Even though a sufficient number of test process improvement approaches have
been developed in the past, no systematic literature reviews identifying the available
approaches, and no independently conducted case studies applying the TPI approaches
are known to us. Available studies about the development of new Test Process Improve-
ment approaches sometimes include case studies, experiments or surveys as validation
of the approach, as in [Jacobs and Trienekens, 2002], [Heiskanen et al., 2012], [Jung,
2009], [Taipale and Smolander, 2006], [Kasurinen et al., 2011a] and [Karlstro¨m et al.,
2005]. Comparisons and evaluations of test process improvement approaches are re-
ported in [Swinkels, 2000] and [Farooq and Dumke, 2008]. However, the research
described in these papers is not based on a systematic literature review used as input to
further validation.
More literature, with respect to literature reviews and case studies, is available in
the related area of Software Process Improvement (SPI). Test Process Improvement is
strongly related to SPI since the development of TPI approaches arose from the inade-
quate consideration of testing processes in SPI approaches. Thus, TPI approaches have
distinctly been influenced by existing SPI approaches, e.g., CMM/CMMi or SPICE.
Available literature reviews in the area of SPI focus on the state of art in SPI [Zil-e-
Huma et al., 2012], SPI applied in small and medium enterprises, both, in general [Pino
et al., 2008], in a specific domain like web development [Sulayman and Mendes, 2011],
and as evaluation strategies and measurements used to assess the impact of different
SPI initiatives [Unterkalmsteiner et al., 2012].
Furthermore, several case studies have been conducted with respect to CMM. The
focus in these case studies is especially on requirements needed to be fulfilled to reach
specific maturity levels of CMM and the actual action of process improvement. The
longitudinal study by Fitzgerald and O’Kane [1999] reports how a company achieved
each of the CMM maturity levels up to level 4 in a time period of four years. The
case studies presented in [Dangle et al., 2005] and [Ilyas and Malik, 2003] focus on the
process changes needed to evolve from CMM level 2 to 3 and to adapt a company’s
existing processes to the processes proposed by CMM level 2. Experiences in actually
performing the CMM assessment with regards to a specific process are reported in
[Kiiskila, 1998].
Comparisons of multiple SPI approaches are given in [Varkoi and Makinen, 1998]
and [Wang et al., 1999]. In the case study presented in [Varkoi and Makinen, 1998]
CMM and SPICE assessments are applied in two related software development units.
The structures of both models are analyzed and a mapping between both models is
performed for a specific process area. Finally, the assessed SPICE process capabilities
and CMM maturity levels are compared. A comparison of the assessment results, the
robustness and the average time needed for the assessment of the SPI methodologies
SPICE, CMM, BOOTSTRAP, ISO 9000, and SPRM is given in [Wang et al., 1999].
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3 Study design and method selection
In this section we present the overall study design and the research methods selected
for the study. First, the Technology Transfer Model, a model which realizes industry
involvement in academic studies, is introduced and the steps needed to be performed
in our study are presented based on this model. Second, the main research method-
ologies used in this study are presented, i.e., a systematic literature review and a case
study. Brief introductions to the methods are given, the reasons for selecting them are
discussed, and alternative methods and the reasons for disregarding them are presented.
3.1 Overall design
As stated in the introduction the objective of this study is to support industry in finding
appropriate TPI approaches that fulfill the specific needs of an organization. For this
purpose, a close cooperation between academia and industry within the execution of
this study is preferable.
The Technology Transfer Model introduced by [Gorschek et al., 2006] provides a
concept to realize this cooperation. The model consists of the following seven consec-
utive steps, which are performed, both, in industry and academia.
• Step 1 - Problems in industry are identified.
• Step 2 - Problems are studied in academia and a problem statement is formulated.
• Step 3 - Candidate solutions are formulated by academia in close cooperation
with industry.
• Step 4 - Candidate solutions are validated in academia, e.g., in a lab experiment.
• Step 5 - Candidate solutions are statically validated in industry, e.g., through
interviews and seminars.
• Step 6 - Candidate solutions are dynamically validated in industry, e.g., in pilot
projects and small controlled tests.
• Step 7 - Solutions are released and fully implemented in industry.
Academia and industry equally benefit from the use of this concept. Researchers
receive the opportunity to study industry relevant issues and validate their research
results in a real setting. Practitioners, on the other hand, receive first-hand knowledge
about new technology which helps them in optimizing their processes.
To adopt the above benefits in our study we based the overall study design on the
Technology Transfer Model. However, the individual steps have been slightly adapted
to fit the specific needs of our industry partner.
A graphical overview of our study design based on the Technology Transfer Model
is shown in Figure 1 and the steps are described as follows:
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Figure 1: Technology Transfer Model (originally published in [Gorschek et al., 2006]).
Step 1 - Problem/issue A problem statement given by industry and discussions with
company representatives about expectations and needs identify the problem as the un-
availability of sufficient knowledge about the practiced testing process and a potential
for process improvements.
Step 2 - Problem formulation A preliminary study of the problem indicates the
availability of Test Process Improvement approaches providing frameworks and mod-
els to assess the current state of a testing process and to identify improvement sug-
gestions. Based on this knowledge and the industry needs the research questions (See
Section 1.3) are formulated and appropriate research methodologies to successfully
address the different research questions are decided upon.
Step 3 - Candidate solution A systematic literature review is conducted to identify
available TPI approaches (RQ1).
The characteristics of the approaches are identified by data extraction from the
primary studies (RQ2) and an exclusion process based on the extracted data provides a
selection of generally applicable TPI approaches (RQ2.1).
Step 4 - Internal validation The findings from RQs 1, 2, and 2.1 are partly validated
by a number of authors of the primary studies identified by the systematic literature re-
view. They are asked to verify the list of available test process improvement approaches
12
for completeness and the applied exclusion process for correctness.
Step 5 - Static validation The pre-selected generally applicable test process im-
provement approaches are presented in industry. The $100 method, a cumulative voting
method [Rinkevics and Torkar, 2013], is used to select the approaches to be applied in
the organization (RQ2.2)
Step 6 - Dynamic validation The selected TPI approaches are applied in the organi-
zation. To assess the testing process, interviews are conducted and the data is analyzed
based on the instructions given by the approaches. Afterwards the assessment results
are compared (RQ4) based on a prior mapping of the content of the approaches (RQ3).
Step 7 - Release solution The results of the study are collected, documented and
presented in academia and industry.
Based on this overall design we decided to conduct the study by using two re-
search methods, a systematic literature review and a case study. The reasons for the
selection of these two methods are given in the successor of this section. The system-
atic literature review covers Steps 3 and 4 of the model, candidate solutions and their
characteristics are identified by the systematic review and the results are internally val-
idated. Steps 5 and 6 of the model, the static and dynamic validation, are explicitly
covered by the case study.
3.2 Systematic literature review
The first part of the study aims in identifying a comprehensive set of available TPI
approaches. We decided to conduct a systematic literature review to achieve this goal.
A systematic literature review provides a mechanism for evaluating, identifying
and interpreting “all available research relevant to a particular research question, topic,
area or phenomenon of interest” [Kitchenham and Charters, 2007]. It summarizes the
existing evidence concerning a technology.
Only thoroughly conducted systematic literature reviews are of scientific value.
By following the guidelines for performing a systematic literature review in software
engineering by [Kitchenham and Charters, 2007] we ensured that the research was
unbiased and repeatable. Especially, the detailed definition and documentation of the
search strategy and the study selection process supports the repeatability of the study.
Furthermore, it provides the possibility of an assessment of the completeness of the
study.
Alternatives to a systematic literature review are systematic mapping studies and
tertiary reviews.
A systematic mapping identifies what evidence is available on a topic. It focuses on
frequencies and trends in publications regarding the specific topic and by that identifies
areas in which more systematic reviews and more primary studies should be conducted
in future. Furthermore, it can also help to identify forums in which specific research
topics are discussed. Since our focus was on identifying a sufficient set of available
Test Process Improvement approaches regardless of the frequency of related primary
13
studies and the time of publication for example, a systematic mapping was disregarded
as a suitable research method.
A tertiary review is a systematic review of systematic reviews. It is less resource
intensive than a systematic review or a systematic mapping. But, since we are not aware
of any systematic reviews regarding TPI approaches, conducting a tertiary review was
out of question.
Another alternative to identify the TPI approaches is a survey, a means for collect-
ing data from a population or a representative sample of it. But due to the fact that a
survey result is dependent on the response rate and can be biased by the respondent’s
knowledge and opinion, this method has been neglected.
3.3 Case study
The second part of the study was a case study. Indirectly, the use of the Technology
Transfer Model for the study design already implied the use of a case study. To answer
RQs 2.2 and 4 the direct involvement of industry was inevitable. The answers to these
questions are significantly influenced by individuals and their processes. In these kinds
of multidisciplinary areas case studies are often conducted. Furthermore, this part of
the study had an observational character which further indicated the applicability of a
case study. The assessment instructions given by the TPI approaches predetermined
the use of interviews which are often used for data collection in case studies.
A case study provides a means to study a contemporary phenomenon in its natural
context. Even though case studies are often criticized for being of less value, hard to
generalize from and being biased by researchers, this criticism can be prevented by the
use of proper research methodology practices. In order to alleviate the above criticism,
we decided to conduct the case study following Runeson and Ho¨st’s [2009] guidelines
for conducting and reporting case study research in software engineering.
However, there are alternatives to the case study approach. For example, action
research is also conducted in a natural setting. But compared to case studies, in action
research the researcher is directly involved in the process of improvement or change
intended by the research. The process of research itself influences the outcome of the
study. Since RQs 2.2 and 4 only have observational character and do not require actual
process changes within the case organization initiated by the researcher, action research
was disregarded as an appropriate research method.
A second alternative would be experiments. In experiments particular phenomena
are studied in an isolated and controlled setting. They are not used to study phenomena
in a natural setting, where the activities and processes are impacted by unpredictable
factors. Therefore, an experiment could not have been used to address our research
questions, which clearly implied the involvement of industry.
Finally, a survey could have been a possible alternative instead of using interviews
as a part of the case study. But since the TPI approaches used interviews as the default
means of data collection, we neglected surveys as a viable approach.
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4 Execution of the systematic literature review
In this section the execution of the systematic literature review is described in detail.
4.1 Systematic literature review
We followed the guidelines for conducting a systematic literature review as proposed
by [Kitchenham and Charters, 2007].
4.1.1 Review questions
Research Question 1 (Which different TPI approaches can be found in literature?), RQ2
(What are the specific characteristics of these TPI approaches?) and RQ2.1 (Which
approaches are generally applicable in industry?) are explicitly addressed by the sys-
tematic review.
4.1.2 Data sources and search strategy
The search strategy was based on the following steps:
(i) identification of the first search term: ‘Software Testing Process’,
(ii) identification of further search terms from the titles of papers found with the first
search term,
(iii) identification of further search terms from papers already known related to the
research question,
(iv) identification of alternate words and synonyms for terms used in the titles of
found papers and
(v) use of quotation for the complete search string to search for exact words.
This search strategy was developed after conducting a pilot search, which is de-
scribed at the end of this section.
We used the following search terms:
Software Testing Process, Software Test Process, Testing Process Improvement, Test
Process Improvement, Test Maturity Model, Testing Maturity Model, Testing Process
Model, Test Process Model, Software Testing Standard, Software Testing Optimization,
Test Improvement Model, Testing Improvement Model
The search was divided into three phases (see Figure 2). Each search phase was
followed by a detailed study selection phase (see Section 4.1.3 and Figure 3).
Phase 1 In the first phase, we searched electronic databases. The search was not
limited in terms of the publication year. Within the following electronic databases we
searched in title, abstract and keywords:
• ACM Digital Library,
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Search Strategy
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Figure 2: Phases of the search strategy.
• IEEE Xplore Digital Library,
• ScienceDirect and
• Springer Link.
In Springer Link a limitation to search only in title, abstract and keywords was not
possible, therefore we searched in full-text.
Phase 2 After selecting the first data set we performed the second phase of the search
to have a more representative set of candidate studies. In the second phase, we con-
tacted the authors of 22 papers found in the electronic search of the first phase which
had been selected as candidate studies to ask them for further suggest papers regarding
their research topic. The contact was established using the email addresses mentioned
in the candidate study or by email addresses found on the internet.
A total of 34 authors were contacted. For two authors no email address was avail-
able. Out of these 34 sent emails, 11 were undeliverable due to expired email addresses.
We got a reponse from eight authors, out of which four provided relevant information.
A summary of our inquiries and the reponses can be found in Appendix A.
Phase 3 In the third phase, snowball sampling [Goodman, 1961] was conducted.
The two researchers performed different means of searches. Researcher A scanned the
reference list of all the primary studies to identify further papers. ResearcherB scanned
the content of the primary studies to identify referenced papers within the text that deal
with TPI approaches. The different searches complemented each other since the titles
of some papers in the reference lists did not always clearly indicate that the paper is
dealing with TPI approaches. Whereas for these references the relevance regarding the
TPI research area was clearly indicated in the context of the text. The number of found
papers by snowball sampling are shown in Table 1.
Additionally, the third phase was completed by contacting the authors of the can-
didate studies identified by snowball sampling that dealt with previously unknown TPI
approaches.
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Table 1: Numeric results of snowball sampling.
Original Reference Researcher A Researcher B Total after duplicate
removal
[Ryu et al., 2008] 3 3 3
[Taipale and Smolander, 2006] 1 1 1
[Farooq et al., 2008b] 5 5 6
[Jung, 2009] 10 10 10
[Rana and Ahmad, 2005] 0 0 0
[Saldan˜a Ramos et al., 2012] 9 6 9
[Burnstein et al., 1996] 2 1 2
[Xu-Xiang and Wen-Ning, 2010] 0 0 0
[Tayamanon et al., 2011] 3 3 3
[Jacobs and Trienekens, 2002] 6 6 6
[Kasoju et al., 2013] 1 0 1
[Kasurinen et al., 2011a] 8 6 8
[Heiskanen et al., 2012] 9 9 9
[Farooq and Dumke, 2008] 8 8 8
[Rasking, 2011] 3 2 3
[Reid, 2012] 0 0 0
A total of 16 papers were scanned, and the authors of three papers were contacted
by email; in the end a total of five authors were contacted this way. Out of these five
sent emails, four were not deliverable due to expired email addresses. One author
replied but did not provide us with further research papers.
Pilot search The ultimate search strategy was decided after conducting a pilot search
using the search string “Software AND Testing AND Process AND Improvement” in
all databases mentioned above. The search was restricted to title, abstract and keywords
in journals and modified individually to suite the respective style of each database. The
detailed search queries along with our findings are shown in Appendix B.
The search results of the pilot search were not satisfactory. We could not proceed
with this search and had to modify the search strategy to the one described earlier in
this section because of the following reasons:
• The Springer Link database does not provide the same restriction options as the
other databases, so that the search resulted in a very large first data set (more
than 24,000 papers).
– It does not have the option to restrict the search only to title, abstract and
keywords. It is only possible to have either a full text search or to restrict
the search to the title only.
– The restriction options regarding publication type distinctly differ from the
other databases. A restriction to journals is not given, instead the search
can be restricted to articles or chapters. But journal publications can be
included, both, in articles and chapters.
– A restriction of the search to specific journals is possible, as also in the
other databases. But that was no option since the search should be kept as
open as possible.
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• The search in ACM, ScienceDirect and IEEE Xplore resulted in a reasonable
first data set but only four of these candidate studies were identified as relevant
to the research topic in the first exclusion phase of reading title and abstract.
4.1.3 Study selection
For selecting the primary studies in this systematic review, the following inclusion
criteria was applied, i.e., we included studies for which any of these questions were
answered with ‘yes’:
• Does the paper talk about TPI approaches?
• Does the paper contain a case study in regards to TPI?
• Does the paper contain a comparison between TPI approaches?
• Does the paper talk about an assessment done in any company with respect to
TPI?
Additionally, the following exclusion criteria was applied, i.e., we excluded papers
that:
• only relate to Software Process Improvement in general, not TPI in particular
and,
• describe general software testing models.
Phase 1 of the search strategy, the electronic database search, resulted in a total of
404 papers. After eliminating duplicates found by more than one electronic database,
the number of papers resulted in 396 (see Table 2). A complete list of all references
including the results of the study selection process can be found in Table 15 in Ap-
pendix C.
The exclusion was done in several steps. Every step of the exclusion process was
first performed by two researches independently.
Title and abstract exclusion First, two researchers independently conducted an in-
clusion and exclusion process by reading title and abstract resulting in one of the three
possible remarks for each paper - ‘yes’ or ‘maybe’ for further investigation in the next
study selection step, and ‘no’ for exclusion due to irrelevance to the research question.
In this first step, the researchers agreed to exclude 320 papers by title and abstract.
To be able to measure the reliability of the inclusion and exclusion process the inter-
rater agreement was calculated using Cohen’s kappa coefficient [Cohen et al., 1960].
The coefficient indicates the degree of agreement between two judges that exceeds the
expected agreement by chance. The higher the value the more reliable are the results
of the judgement and it can be expected that the judgement is reasonably based on
knowledge and not made by chance.
The number of observed agreement was 354 (89.39% of the observations). The
number of agreements expected by chance was 301.3 (76.08% of the observations).
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Table 2: Numeric results of electronic search.
Search term ACM ScienceDirect IEEE Springer Link
Software Testing Process 42 10 81 131
Software Test Process 21 1 28 132
Testing Process Improvement 2 1 5 39
Test Process Improvement 13 1 9 40
Testing Maturity Model 4 0 7 17
Test Maturity Model 5 0 1 17
Software Test Optimization 1 0 0 1
Test Process Model 5 0 12 32
Testing Process Model 3 0 7 32
Test Improvement Model 2 0 0 6
Testing Improvement Model 0 0 0 6
Software Testing Standard 3 0 1 8
Total per database (before duplicate removal) 101 13 151 461
Total per database (after duplicate removal) 74 12 129 187
Total (before duplicate removal) 404
Total (after duplicate removal) 396
The agreement between the two researchers quantified by Cohen’s kappa results in
0.557. The strength of this agreement is considered to be ‘moderate’. It is significantly
higher than the expected agreement by chance and therefore a reliable judgement. For
calculation of the agreement the remarks ‘yes’ and ‘maybe’ have both been considered
as ‘yes’, so that the agreement was only calculated for two categories - ‘yes/maybe’
and ‘no’.
Introduction and conclusion exclusion Next, the remaining 76 papers were further
investigated. The researchers applied the detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria to
introduction and conclusion following the same process with three possible remarks
for each paper like in the previous step.
The researchers agreed to exclude 38 papers and to include 16 papers. For 22 of
the papers a discussion about inclusion or exclusion was needed due to the present dis-
agreement between the two researchers. Unlike in the previous step, the remarks ‘yes’
and ‘maybe’ occurring together for one paper have been considered as disagreement
and resulted in the need for discussion.
The number of observed agreements was 57 (75.00% of the observations). The
number of agreements expected by chance was 35.9 (47.23% of the observations). The
agreement between the two researchers quantified by Cohen’s kappa results in 0.526.
The strength of this agreement is ‘moderate’ and therefore considered as a reliable
judgement. The agreement was calculated for three categories - ‘yes’, ‘maybe’ and
‘no’.
Within the discussion further 11 papers were then excluded by consensus of the
two researchers. This application of detailed exclusion criteria resulted in a number of
27 references.
Quality criteria exclusion Third, two papers were excluded by the application of the
quality criteria described in Section 4.1.4.
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Table 3: Results of study selection process.
Year Reference Primary Study Exclusion criteria
2008 [Ryu et al., 2008] yes
2006 [Taipale and Smolander, 2006] yes
2009 [Meng, 2009] no Alleged Plagiarism
2009 [Xin-ke and Xiao-Hui, 2009] no Alleged Plagiarism
2008 [Farooq et al., 2008b] yes
2010 [Cruz et al., 2010] no Software testing process as part of a
reference model for software indus-
try
2009 [Jung, 2009] yes
1997 [Heiser, 1997] no General information about software
testing
2005 [Rana and Ahmad, 2005] yes
2012 [Saldan˜a Ramos et al., 2012] no Necessary skills for software testers
1996 [Burnstein et al., 1996] yes
2010 [Kasurinen, 2010] no Practicality and applicability of
software testing standards
2011 [Kasurinen et al., 2011b] no Ability of organizations to change
the testing process
2001 [Kikuchi and Kikuno, 2001] no Introduction of a new tool to an or-
ganization
2000 [He et al., 2000] no Software testing metrics
2008 [Oh et al., 2008] no Implementation strategy for test
process improvements
2010 [Xu-Xiang and Wen-Ning, 2010] yes
2011 [Tayamanon et al., 2011] yes
2002 [Jacobs and Trienekens, 2002] yes
2013 [Kasoju et al., 2013] yes
2011 [Kasurinen et al., 2011a] yes
2012 [Heiskanen et al., 2012] yes
2006 [Bueno et al., 2006] no CMMi-based evaluation of a soft-
ware testing model
2008 [Farooq et al., 2008c] no Evaluation of testing processes in
service-oriented architecture
2008 [Farooq and Dumke, 2008] yes
2011 [Rasking, 2011] yes
2012 [Reid, 2012] yes
Exclusion in the context of contacting authors After applying the quality criteria,
Phase 2 of the search strategy - contacting authors - was started in parallel to Phase 1.
During preparation for Phase 2 further three papers were excluded by consensus due to
the irrelevance to the research topic.
Full text exclusion At the end of Phase 1, the full-text of the remaining 22 papers
was read and a further 6 papers were excluded by consensus. The remaining 16 papers
identified as relevant to the topic were further considered as basis for conducting Phase
3 - snowball sampling. Finally, we agreed to exclude one more paper based on re-
reading the full-text.
The detailed exclusion process of Phase 1 of the search strategy resulted in 15
primary studies (See Table 3).
Phase 2 of the search strategy, emailing the authors, resulted in four additional
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papers suggested by them, but these were later excluded when applying the exclusion
criteria. In Phase 3 of the search strategy, 35 references found by snowball sampling
were further investigated. Out of these 35 candidate studies, 12 papers were not freely
available and 5 were excluded by reading the full-text. A further three papers were
excluded based on the criteria specified for quality assessment (See Section 4.1.4).
Table 4 summarizes the results of the study selection in Phase 3.
In conclusion, the 15 primary studies found by the electronic database search were
complemented by 16 primary studies found by snowball sampling. This, we believe
indicates the importance of conducting snowball sampling in systematic reviews.
4.1.4 Study quality assessment
As the purpose of the systematic review was to find TPI approaches mentioned in
literature we applied few quality criteria.
The first quality assessment was already done within the search in the electronic
databases by excluding papers that:
• Were not written in English.
• Were not available as full-text.
During the first study selection, we excluded two papers that seemed to indicate
plagiarisms [Meng, 2009] and [Xin-ke and Xiao-Hui, 2009]. Major parts of the pa-
pers were completely identical, including title and abstract. Only the content of some
smaller sections, parts of the structure and particularly the name of the TPI approaches
differed a bit. Since both papers were published in the same year, it was not obvious
which one was the original. We contacted the authors of both papers and informed
them about this, and that we had to exclude their papers from our research due to this
reason.
During the snowball sampling phase three papers were excluded due to quality is-
sues. One paper was excluded because it was not written in English and two references
were excluded because they were not peer reviewed papers.
4.1.5 Data extraction
The data extraction was divided into two phases, identifying TPI approaches described
by the primary studies (RQ1) and extracting detailed information about the approaches
as basis for the evaluation of the approaches (RQ2). During the first phase, the name
and, if available, the abbreviation of the TPI approach presented in the investigated
paper was extracted.
For the second phase a data extraction form was prepared. For each TPI approach
identified in the first phase of data extraction, the following information was extracted:
‘Based on/influenced by’, ‘Domain’, ‘Developed by’, ‘Status of development’, ‘Com-
pleteness of information’, ‘Assessment model’, ‘Assessment procedure’, ‘Assessment
instrument’, ‘Improvement suggestions’, ‘Process reference model’, ‘Maturity struc-
ture’, ‘Model representation’, ‘Character of approach’, ‘Structure/components’, ‘Ad-
dressing’, ‘Process areas’.
The extracted characteristics of the approaches can be explained as follows:
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Based on/influenced by Earlier developed models or frameworks that function as ba-
sis or that have influenced the development of this approach.
Domain A specific domain which this approach is addressing. If empty, a specific
domain is either not mentioned or it is explicitly said that the approach is univer-
sally applicable.
Developed by An institute, foundation or cooperation that developed the approach. If
empty, the approach was developed by a single researcher or a smaller group of
researchers, and an institute, foundation or cooperation was not explicitly men-
tioned.
Status of development There are two dimensions of the status of development pos-
sible: ‘under development’ or ‘completed’. Status at the time of publication of
the primary study or if available, according to the information obtained by con-
tacting the author(s). If the research was validated by case studies, surveys or
experiments, this is also mentioned.
Completeness of information There are three dimensions regarding the completeness
of the information possible: ‘concept’, ‘brief description’ or ‘detailed descrip-
tion’. Papers assessed as ‘concept’ only present the idea of how the approach
could look like. Normally, approaches that are assessed as ‘under development’
are only presented as concepts in the respective study. For approaches with ‘de-
tailed descriptions’ all the information is available to apply the approach. De-
tailed information about the assessment process, the components and the struc-
ture of the approach is available. ‘Brief descriptions’ provide more information
than concepts but not all elements of the approach are described in detail.
Assessment model It is checked if the approach provides an assessment model. An
assessment model provides a framework for the result of the assessment. The
assessment results are maturity levels, that determine the state of practice of the
assessed organization.
Assessment procedure It is checked if the approach provides instructions how to per-
form the assessment.
Assessment instrument It is checked if the approach provides an instrument, e.g., a
questionnaire, which is used for the assessment.
Improvement suggestions It is checked if the approach provides information about
processes that need improvement to be able to move to a higher maturity level.
Process reference model It is checked if the approach provides a reference model
that represents the ideal process which the organizations should be aiming for to
reach the highest level of maturity.
Maturity structure It is checked if the approach uses maturity levels to assess an
organization’s test process. If yes, the maturity levels are listed.
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Model representation There are two possible types of model representations, ‘con-
tinuous’ or ‘staged’. In an approach with a continuous model, each process area
is classified by a number of maturity levels, so that the maturity level of each pro-
cess area can be assessed and improved separately. In an approach with a staged
model a maturity level is composed by a set of specific process areas which are
linked only to this specific maturity level. To evolve to the next higher maturity
level all requirements of all process areas of this maturity level and the preceding
maturity levels have to be satisfied.
Character of approach There are two dimensions, ‘qualitative’ or ‘quantitative’. Qual-
itative approaches investigate the test process based on qualitative data, e.g.,
through interviews with employees. Quantitative approaches use quantitative
data like metrics for the assessment of the test process.
Structure/components Describes the structure of the approach and its components.
Addressing If the approach is addressing specific roles in the organization under as-
sessment, these are listed here.
Process areas Lists the aspects of the testing process that are investigated by the ap-
proach.
4.1.6 Evaluation criteria
In order to examine the TPI approaches found regarding their applicability for the case
study the following exclusion criteria was determined:
• Has the development of the approach been completed?
• Is broad information about the approach available? (The information is more
than a description of the concept.)
• Is there an assessment instrument (e.g., a questionnaire) available for this ap-
proach?
• Is the approach not specific to a domain?
TPI approaches for which one or more of these questions were answered with ‘no’,
were excluded for the successional part of the study.
4.1.7 Validation of results
The findings of the systematic literature review were validated by the feedback from a
set of authors of the selected primary studies. We contacted the authors by email which
had replied during Phase 2 of the systematic review as well as the authors of the studies
identified by the snowball sampling. A total of seven authors were contacted. Three
authors replied and gave feedback to our evaluation. With one author we conducted an
interview in which he answered our validation questions.
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Table 4: Snowball sampling - results of study selection process. (Free indicates avail-
ability.)
Exclusion criteria
Year Reference Free Content Other Pri-
mary
Study
1993 [Chaar et al., 1993] yes Technique for assessing the
effectiveness of inspections
and test activities
no
2003 [Burnstein, 2003] yes yes
2007 [Farooq et al., 2007] no no
2008 [Farooq et al., 2008a] no no
2007 [Farooq and Dumke, 2007] yes yes
2010 [IEE, 2010] no no
1997 [Ericson et al., 1997] yes yes
2010 [TMMi Foundation, 2010] no no
2005 [Karlstro¨m et al., 2005] yes yes
1995 [Kit and Finzi, 1995] no no
1999 [Burnstein et al., 1999] yes yes
1999 [Koomen and Pol, 1999] yes yes
2004 [TPI, 2004] yes yes
2006 [Koomen et al., 2006] no no
2002 [Pol, 2002] yes Software testing
methodology
no
2013 [v. Ewijk et al., 2013] yes yes
2011 [TMM] yes Web-
site
no
2008 [van Veenendal, 2008] yes yes
2005 [Koomen, 2005] no no
2005 [Miller et al., 2005] yes Pre-
senta-
tion
slides
no
2007 [Kim and Jang, 2007] no no
2000 [Jacobs et al., 2000] yes yes
2000 [Swinkels, 2000] yes yes
2008 [Sanz et al., 2008] no Not in
En-
glish
no
2010 [Mala et al., 2010] yes Technique for test case
generation
no
2012 [Steiner et al., 2012] yes yes
1996 [Suwannasart, 1996] yes yes
1988 [Gelperin and Hetzel, 1988] yes Evolution of software testing no
2006 [Taipale et al., 2006] no no
1998 [Homyen, 1998] yes yes
2002 [Ham, 2002] Other
year
Contribution of software
process improvement models
to test process improvement
no
2001 [Ham and Veenendaal, 2001] no no
2006 [Kulkarni, 2006] yes yes
2002 [Koomen, 2002] yes yes
2004 [Koomen, 2004] no no
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We provided them with a list of all TPI approaches that we found in the systematic
literature review and asked them if they think this list is complete. Furthermore, we
presented them our exclusion criteria that have been decisive for the pre-selection of
applicable approaches for the case study and the particular inclusion/exclusion result
for the particular approach presented by the contacted author. Individually, the authors
were asked if they agree to the evaluation of their approach.
A summary of the inquiries and responses is given in Appendix D.
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5 Execution of the case study
This section describes the case under investigation along with the case study protocol,
the case description and the unit of analysis.
5.1 Case study design
The case study was designed and conducted by following Runeson and Ho¨st’s [2009]
guidelines for conducting and reporting case study research in software engineering.
A good case study design and planning contributes significantly to its success. This
study, as it was actually conducted, is characterized by the design presented in Table 5.
Even though a case study is planned beforehand, the design process of a case study
is flexible which means that it allows for and even encourages changes of objectives
and research questions within the actual execution of the study. In the present study,
the possibility for changes during study iterations was further promoted by our overall
research design based on the Technology Transfer Model. The study is composed by
a number of sequential steps which are dependent on each other. The outcome of the
preceding steps influences the research question addressed by the next step.
Especially after performing Step 5 of the Technology Transfer Model (the static
validation) we had to change the objective and the following research questions of the
study. In the beginning, it was planned to only select one TPI approach that would
be applied in the case organization. However, since the selection process in industry
resulted in two approaches, we decided to apply both approaches and compare their
content and results (more of this is covered later in this section).
5.2 Case description
The organization under study is a part of Volvo IT which is a subsidiary of the Volvo
Group, a large Swedish automotive organization. The team develops and maintains
information systems within the product development (PD) and purchasing (PU) area
for an external customer.
Both areas, PD and PU, consist of several different information systems and appli-
cations developed in a number of different programming languages. Systems in the PD
area are handling product data needed for product development in automotive industry.
PU systems manage, for example, suppliers information. In total, around 45 employ-
ees are working in the case organization, of which around 20 are located in Gothenburg
(Sweden) and 25 in Bangalore (India).
Apart from line management the following roles could be found within the organi-
zation: Maintenance manager, project manager, coordinator, system analyst, business
analyst and developer. Smaller teams composed by system and/or business analysts
and developers are responsible for one or several of the systems/applications in either
the PD or PU area. The developers are mainly located in India.
Testing is not seen as a major activity of the development or maintenance process.
Within the team, there are no designated testing roles. Even though a corporate test
policy is available for Volvo IT, it is unknown to which extent these guidelines are
followed by the team. The processes are rather set in accordance to the requirements
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Table 5: Case study design.
Study characteristics
Objective Exploratory Identify TPI approaches valuable for the
case organization, apply them and compare
their content and their assessment results
Case Holistic Investigating the testing process and the
team members involved in testing as a whole
Data collection Qualitative Collecting data through interviews,
observation and documents
Triangulation Data triangulation Several interviews with team members with
different roles, working in different areas
and locations
Methodological triangulation Interviews, observations and document
analysis.
of the external customer. Moreover, it is perceived that each team member follows her
own testing process.
However, there is a general consensus that the quality of development deliverables
is good. This notion is mainly based on the lack of frequent or serious complaints from
customer side.
The testing policy is provided by a globally operating department of Volvo IT,
called ADT (Application Development and Technology). The department is respon-
sible for establishing standard processes in different areas of software development.
Furthermore, they offer the service of testing process assessment.
The study is conducted as a holistic case study, the team members involved in
testing and their testing process are studied as a whole.
During the whole study key personnel, in the following sections called as ‘organi-
zation representatives’, supported us in all decision making processes, e.g., interviewee
selection. The ‘organization representatives’ are representing different levels of author-
ity within the organization. They are composed of the line manager of the organization,
the maintenance manager of each area, and one system/business analyst of each area.
5.3 Selection of TPI approaches
The systematic literature review resulted in a list of available TPI approaches. The
use of several exclusion criteria checking the general applicability of the approaches in
industry resulted in a narrowed down set of approaches possibly applicable in the case
study. The selection of the actual approaches to be applied in the case organization was
done during a workshop.
5.3.1 Workshop
The participants of the workshop were composed by the ‘organization representatives’
and two persons from outside the organization, who had shown interest in participating.
Both of the external participants were members of the ADT team within Volvo IT
(mentioned in Section 5.2). They worked in the area of testing in general and TPI in
particular and had a keen interest in our study.
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The workshop consisted of two steps: A presentation held by the two researchers
followed by a cumulative voting. Both steps are described in more detail next.
Presentation The presentation started with an introduction to the research process
and the objective of conducting the workshop. Then the results of the systematic lit-
erature review as well as the exclusion criteria used for the pre-selection of applicable
TPI approaches were presented. Finally, the pre-selected approaches were explained
in detail. The information provided for each approach was based on the following
classifying parameters:
Developed by Which company, organization, research group or individual researcher
developed this approach?
Based on Which approach/methodology is the approach based on? For example, it
might be based on CMMi.
Model representation Which type of model representation is used in the approach?
Continuous or staged?
Key elements What are the key elements of the approach? For example, checkpoints
or specific goals and practices.
Process areas Which areas are investigated by the approach? For example, test strat-
egy, stakeholder commitment or test policy.
Assessment procedure What is the assessment procedure of the approach? For ex-
ample, interviews with open-ended questions.
Thereafter, detailed content-wise examples of the investigated process areas were
provided.
During the presentation of the characteristics of the pre-selected approaches and the
content-wise examples particular attention was given on emphasizing the differences
between the approaches without rating these as advantages or disadvantages. The ap-
proaches were presented in a objective way without emphasizing any specific approach
to prevent biased decisions.
After the presentation printed material about each of the presented approaches was
handed out to all participants and an open discussion about the approaches was held.
The discussion phase was mainly used to answer questions regarding the presentation.
The workshop finally ended with a voting to decide which approach(es) should be
applied in the organization under study.
Cumulative voting The decision which TPI approach was to be applied in the case
organization was done by using the $100 method.
The $100 method is a cumulative voting method to make a selection between sev-
eral alternative options. Each participant of the voting is provided with a virtual $100
to distribute between the options. The participants can distribute any amount between
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Figure 5: Staged model representation.
0 and 100 on any of the options. The only demand is that each participant has to dis-
tribute $100 in total at the end of the voting. The higher an amount spent on an option
the more priority this option has. The option with the highest result will be selected.
All participants of the workshop except for the researchers had a vote with equal
weighting. Each participant’s vote consisted of $100 which could be distributed arbi-
trarily between the presented approaches with any amount between 0 and 100.
The selection process of the TPI approaches to be applied in the case organization
resulted in two approaches, TPI NEXT and TMMi. We decided to use both approaches
simultaneously and compare their results afterwards.
5.4 General information about TPI R©NEXT and TMMi R©
Here the concepts and especially the specific terminologies of both approaches are
introduced to provide better understandability for the remainder of this section. More-
over, further information regarding the approaches is given in the presentation of the
results of RQ 2 in Section 6.2.
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5.4.1 Staged vs. continuous model representation
One significant difference between TMMi and TPI NEXT is their type of model repre-
sentation. TMMi represents a staged model, whereas TPI NEXT represents a continu-
ous model.
In a continuous model the main focus lies on the process areas (see Figure 4). Each
process area is classified by a number of maturity levels, so that the maturity level of
each process area can be assessed separately. This allows to focus on specific process
areas during the assessment.
In a staged model the main focus lies on the maturity levels (see Figure 5). A
maturity level is composed by a set of specific process areas which are linked only to
this specific maturity level. To evolve to the next higher maturity level all requirements
of all process areas of this maturity level and the preceding maturity levels have to
be satisfied. The ideas for both types of model representation are taken from CMMi,
which provides a staged as well as a continuous representation.
5.4.2 TPI R©NEXT
The TPI NEXT model consists of seven elements: Key areas, maturity levels, check-
points, improvement suggestions, enablers and clusters. The final element is then the
results of an assessment, which are represented in the test maturity matrix.
Key areas The test process is distributed amongst key areas, which focus on different
aspects of the test process. TPI NEXT has 16 key areas. Each key area may have
different levels of maturity and the combination of the key areas defines the maturity
of the test process as a whole. However, for each key area the maturity is measured
individually.
Maturity levels The TPI NEXT model has four maturity levels: Initial, controlled,
efficient and optimizing. A higher maturity level can only be reached if the preceding
maturity level is fulfilled.
Checkpoints Checkpoints are statements regarding the test process. The question
whether these stated requirements are satisfied by the investigated test process have to
be answered with simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ replies. A checkpoint always relates to a specific
key area and a specific maturity level of the respective key area. A key area is at a
certain maturity level when all its checkpoints are satisfied.
Clusters The model enables a stepwise growth from initial to optimizing levels. Each
step is indicated by clusters of checkpoints. A cluster is a group of checkpoints from
multiple key areas that function as one improvement step. A cluster is used for the
purpose of increasing the maturity of the test process. Each cluster is identified by an
alphabetic character that represents its position in the improvement path.
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Enablers The test process and software development lifecycle model go hand in
hand. The enablers help to understand how both processes can benefit from exchanging
each others best practices and working closely together.
Improvement suggestions TPI NEXT provides recommendations in terms of im-
provement suggestions and helps the organization to obtain higher maturity by suggest-
ing them how the checkpoints can be met. The improvement suggestions are practice-
based, adaptable and optional to consider.
Test maturity matrix After conducting a test process assessment the analysis result
is shown diagrammatically in a test maturity matrix. This matrix provides an overall
picture of the current situation of the test process by highlighting the fulfilled check-
points of all key areas.
Furthermore, the test maturity matrix provides an insight by showing a comparison
between its current situation and what level should be achieved in the future to obtain
higher maturity.
5.4.3 TMMi R©
TMMi consists of five maturity levels: Initial, managed, defined, measured and op-
timization. Each maturity level is composed by a set of process areas. The process
areas are specific aspects of the testing process that are deemed to be significant for
the particular level of maturity. These process areas have to be fully considered in an
organization’s testing process in order to reach the respective level of maturity.
In more depth, process areas are further composed by three groups of components:
Required, expected and informative components.
Required components Required components consist of specific and generic goals
which must be achieved to fulfill the requirements of the specific process area and the
associated maturity level. Specific goals are specific to a process area, whereas generic
goals are generally defined statements recurring in all process areas.
Expected components Specific and generic goals are further described by specific
and generic practices which belong to the group of expected components. These prac-
tices or acceptable alternatives are typically in place to achieve the goals.
Informative components Informative elements can be sub-practices, example work
products, notes, examples or references. They serve as further information about spe-
cific and generic practices.
5.5 Mapping between TPI R©NEXT and TMMi R©
In order to compare the results of an assessment it is important to compare the ap-
proaches first to see if the two approaches are similar or if they differ to a great extent.
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Table 6: Keywords extracted from TPI NEXT
Key area Keywords
Stakeholder commitment stakeholder, resource, commitment, product risk, test process
Degree of involvement involvement, involved, lessons learned
Test strategy test strategy, test level
Test organization test organization, test policy
Communication communication, test team
Reporting report, product risk, lifecycle, test process
Test process management test plan, evaluation
Estimation and planning effort, estimation, test plan, dependency, techniques
Metrics metrics
Defect management defect, management, monitor, future
Testware mangement management, test process, testware, documents
Methodology practice methodology, test process, test methods, feedback, template
Tester professionalism tester professionalism, training, test tasks, performance
Test case design test case, test design, test basis
Test tools test tool
Test environment test environment, test environment requirement
Therefore, a mapping between the two selected approaches, TPI NEXT and TMMi,
was done before the actual performance of the assessment.
The mapping of TPI NEXT and TMMi consisted of checking similarities or differ-
ences between the key areas of TPI NEXT and the process areas of TMMi. To obtain
triangulation, this mapping was first performed by the two researchers individually.
Both researchers followed the same process, but they examined the approaches
from different perspectives. ResearcherAmapped the content of TPI NEXT to TMMi,
while Researcher B mapped the content of TMMi to TPI NEXT. The mapping is
illustrated in Figure 6 and is described as follows:
• Identification of keywords
Keywords that represent the process areas of TMMi with its specific goals and
respectively the key areas TPI NEXT with its checkpoints were identified. The
keywords extracted from TMMi are shown in Table 7 and the keywords extracted
from TPI NEXT are shown in Table 6.
Table 7: Keywords extracted from TMMi
Goal Subgoal Keyword
Test policy and strategy test policy, test strategy
Establish a test policy test policy
Establish a test strategy test strategy
Establish test performance indica-
tors
performance indicator, perfor-
mance, indicator
Test planning test planning
Perform a product risk sssessment product risk assessment, risk
Establish a test spproach test approach
Establish test estimates test estimates, estimate, estimating
Develop a test plan test plan
Obtain commitment to the test plan commitment, test plan
Continued on next page
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Table 7 – continued from previous page
Goal Subgoal Keyword
Test monitoring and con-
trol
test monitoring, test control, moni-
toring, control, monitor
Monitor test progress against plan progress
Monitor product quality against
plan and expectations
quality
Manage corrective action to closure corrective action, closure
Test design and execution test design, test execution, design,
execution
Perform test analysis and design us-
ing test design techniques
test analysis, analysis, test design
technique, test design
Perform test implementation test implementation, implementa-
tion, implement
Perform test execution test execution, execution
Manage test incidents to closure test incident, incident, closure
Test environment test environment
Develop test environment require-
ments
test environment requirement, test
environment, requirement
Perform test environment imple-
mentation
test environment implementation,
implementation, implement
Manage and control test environ-
ments
test environment
Test organization test organization
Establish a test organization test organization
Establish test functions for test spe-
cialists
test function, test specialist, spe-
cialist, function
Establish test career paths test career path, career path, career
Determine, plan and implement test
process improvements
test process improvement, improve-
ment, improve
Deploy the organizational test
process and incorporate lessons
learned
organizational test process, test pro-
cess, incorporate lessons learned,
lessons learned
Test training program test training program, training
Establish an organizational test
training capability
training
Provide test training training
Test lifecycle and integra-
tion
test lifecycle, test integration, life-
cycle, integration, integrate
Establish organizational test pro-
cess sssets
organizational test process asset,
test process asset, test process, as-
set
Integrate the test lifecycle models
with the development models
test lifecycle model, development
model, model
Establish a master test plan master test plan, master
Non-functional testing non-functional, non functional
Perform a non-functional product
risk asssessment
product risk assessment, risk
Establish a non-functional test ap-
proach
test approach
Perform non-functional test analy-
sis and design
test analysis, analysis, test design,
design
Perform non-functional test imple-
mentation
test implementation, implementa-
tion, implement
Perform non-functional test execu-
tion
test execution, execution
Peer reviews peer review, review
Continued on next page
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Table 7 – continued from previous page
Goal Subgoal Keyword
Establish a peer review approach peer review, review
Perform peer reviews peer review, review
Test measurement test measurement, measurement
Align test measurement and analy-
sis activities
test measurement, measurement,
analysis
Provide test measurement results test measurement result, measure-
ment result, measurement, result
Product quality evaluation product quality evaluation, quality,
evaluation
Project goals for product quality
and their priorities are established
project goal, product quality, prior-
ity, priorities, goal, quality
Actual progress toward achieving
the project’s product quality goals
is quantified and managed
progress, product quality goal,
product quality, quality, goal
Advanced reviews review
Coordinate the peer review ap-
proach with the dynamic test ap-
proach
peer review approach, peer review,
review, dynamic test approach, test
approach, dynamic
Measure product quality early in the
lifecycle by means of peer reviews
product quality, quality, lifecycle,
peer review, review
Adjust the test approach based on
review results early in the lifecycle
test approach, review result, review,
lifecycle
Defect prevention defect prevention, defect, preven-
tion
Determine common causes of de-
fects
cause, defect
Prioritize and define actions to sys-
tematically eliminate root causes of
defects
root cause
Quality control quality control, quality
Establish a statistically controlled
test process
statistic, test process
Testing is performed using statisti-
cal methods
statistic
Test process optimization test process optimization, test pro-
cess, optimization, optimize
Select test process improvements test process improvement, test pro-
cess, improvement, improve
New testing technologies are eval-
uated to determine their impact on
the testing process
test process, testing process
Deploy test improvements improvement, improve
Establish re-use of high quality test
process assets
test process, re-use, test process as-
set
• Search for keywords
The key words identified in one approach were searched in the other approach.
Hits were documented in a matrix which showed at which location the key words
were found in the searched approach.
For better search results, the data basis for the search was extended to specific
goals besides process areas in TMMi and checkpoints besides key areas in TPI
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Keyword identification
Keyword search
Exclusion by 
content check
Summary of 
similarities
Comparison of 
similarities
Mutual check of not 
agreed similarities
Discussion of 
not agreed similarities
20 similarities excluded 
9 similarities included
Discussion of 29 not 
agreed similarities
58 similarities
TPI NEXT à TMMi TMMi à TPI NEXT
Researcher A
159 keyword hits
114 key word hits
39 similarites
25 agreed similarites
14 disagreed 
similarities
Check of 39 
similarities found by 
researcher B
24 similarities 
included
Researcher B
374 keyword hits
104 keyword hits
64 similarites
25 agreed similarites
39 disagreed 
similarities
Check of 14 
similarities found by 
researcher A
0 similarities 
included
Figure 6: Mapping between TPI NEXT and TMMi.
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NEXT. The search of keywords from TPI NEXT in TMMi by Researcher A
resulted in 159 hits, and the search of keywords from TMMi in TPI NEXT by
Researcher B resulted in 374 hits.
• Inclusion and exclusion of hits based on their context
The contents of the process areas (TMMi) and key areas (TPI NEXT) that con-
tained the identical keywords were checked upon whether they convey the same
meaning and appear in the same context in both approaches.
Researcher A excluded 45 keyword hits in which the keywords were not used in
the same context in both approaches. Researcher B excluded 270 keyword hits.
• Summary of individually found similarities between TPI NEXT and TMMi
The extended data basis for the keyword search was now narrowed down to pro-
cess areas and key areas only. Keyword hits from lower levels were transferred to
the corresponding higher levels. The results were summarized to 39 similarities
found by Researcher A and 64 similarities found by Researcher B.
• Comparison of individually found similarities
The mapping results of both researchers were compared. In total, 25 of the found
similarities between TPI NEXT and TMMi had been found by both researchers,
while 14 similarities had been only found by ResearcherA and 39 had been only
found by Researcher B.
• Mutual check of not agreed similarities
All similarities only identified by one researcher were checked by the other re-
searcher. Researcher A checked the 39 similarities that were only identified
by Researcher B, and Researcher B checked the 14 similarities that were only
identified by Researcher A. In this step Researcher A agreed to include 24 simi-
larities found by Researcher B. Researcher B did not include any similarities in
this step.
• Final discussion of not agreed similarities
The remaining 29 similarities found by only one researcher were now discussed
by both researchers. Both researchers presented their arguments for exclusion or
inclusion of these similarities between TPI NEXT and TMMi. In the discussion,
the researchers agreed to exclude 20 and to include 9 alleged similarities.
Finally, a total of 58 similarities between TPI NEXT and TMMi were identified.
5.6 Test process assessment using TPI R©NEXT and TMMi R©
Besides an independent comparison of the content of TPI NEXT and TMMi, the map-
ping between the two approaches builds a solid basis for the comparison of the results
from the application of the approaches. The assessment of the case organization’s test-
ing process using TMMi will result in one test maturity level valuing the process as a
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whole. The assessment result of TPI NEXT will be a matrix stating the maturity level
for each key area separately.
For the application of TPI NEXT and TMMi the instructions given in [v. Ewijk
et al., 2013] and [van Veenendal, 2008] were followed. However, both approaches de-
mand for an assessment execution by experienced personal. TPI NEXT either proposes
to perform the assessment by an individual who is familiar with the test processes or
the BDTPI (Business Driven Test Process Improvement) model or recommends the
use of an external expert. In TMMi the requirements in regards to the assessor are even
stricter. The TMMi Assessment Method Application Requirements (TAMAR) state
that a formal assessment can only be performed by an accredited Lead Assessor. The
necessary accreditation can only be gained by the TMMi Foundation.
Assessments without an accredited assessor can only be performed as informal as-
sessments. Formal and informal assessments mainly differ in the presentation of the
assessment result. Only formal TMMi assessments allow the statement of the maturity
level of the assessed organization. Informal assessments result in a report describing
the state of practice in the assessed organization. Due to the absence of an accred-
ited assessor we could base our assessment only on the instructions of an informal
assessment. Nevertheless, since the objective of the application of the approaches was
to compare their assessment results, we adapted the procedures proposed by the ap-
proaches with respect to this aim.
The assessment process of both approaches is generally similar, collection of data
through interviews, data analysis and documentation of results.
The use of the two different approaches in this study was split between the re-
searchers. ResearcherAwas responsible for the TPI NEXT assessment and Researcher
B was responsible for the TMMi assessment. However, due to time limits and for
the convenience of all participants, we decided to have joint interviews for both ap-
proaches.
5.6.1 Data collection
The data needed for the test process assessments was mainly collected through inter-
views. Additionally, testing documents and processes that were identified during the
interviews as relevant for the assessment, were studied and observed. The reason for
collecting data from several sources was to include triangulation in our study to make
our conclusion stronger and to eliminate chances of only one interpretation.
Interviewee selection The participants were selected with the help of the ‘organi-
zation representatives’. The selection of a team member as an interviewee was based
on her involvement in testing activities. Furthermore, the selected interviewees should
present a representative sample of the population. Therefore, both areas, PD and PU,
and both development sites, Gothenburg and Bangalore, were covered as well as all
roles related to testing activities.
Two members of the group of ‘organization representatives’ were also selected as
interviewees. Besides their professional knowledge of the case organization’s testing
process they were selected because their interviews served as pilot studies.
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Table 8: Interviewee description.
Interviewee
no.
Role Experience in organization
[years]
Location Area
1 System analyst 2 Gothenburg PU
2 System analyst 2.5 Gothenburg PD
3 System analyst 24 Gothenburg PU
4 System analyst 10 Gothenburg PD
5 Project manager 2 Gothenburg PU/PD
6 Business analyst 22 Gothenburg PD
7 Application developer 2 Bangalore PD
8 Application developer 2.5 Bangalore PU
9 Application developer 1.2 Bangalore PU
10 Application developer 2.5 Bangalore PU
11 Application developer 5 Bangalore PU
12 Application developer 2 Bangalore PD
An anonymized list of all interviewees stating their roles, working area and their
current location is specified in Table 8.
Interview design The interview questions were designed with respect to the aim of
having joint interviews for both approaches. Due to this objective we decided to have
semi-structured interviews with mainly open ended questions. This strategy aimed in
getting maximum information from one question. With general phrased, open ended
questions we aimed in combining the overall content of all key areas of TPI NEXT
and all process areas of TMMi in one common questionnaire. Furthermore, available
questionnaires from TPI approaches served as input to the process of interview ques-
tion development [Taipale and Smolander, 2006] [Kasoju et al., 2013]. The feedback
from the interviewees of the two pilot interviews was additionally used to reframe and
rephrase the questions after conducting these first two interviews. The semi-structured
interview approach allowed us to adjust the course of the interview, the set of asked
questions and their level of detail according to the interviewees role and her knowl-
edge.
Basically, the interviews were structured by the following themes:
Introduction A short introduction to research topic and process was given.
Warm-up questions Questions regarding the interviewee’s age, educational background,
years of experience in the case organization and in IT in general were covered in
this theme.
Overview of work tasks Questions regarding the interviewee’s usual work tasks and
her involvement in testing served as important information for the further course
of the interview.
Questions specific to testing This was the major section in which we tried to cover
all process areas. Therefore most of the questions were specific to testing such
as regression testing, test environment, testing with respect to product risks, test
plan, test cases, testing tools, defects and training on testing.
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Statistical questions about the interview These questions were ask to get the opin-
ion concerning interview design, questions, duration and the general feeling
about the interview.
The complete set of pre-designed questions is given in Appendix E.
Execution of the interview Prior to the interview phase emails were sent to all in-
terviewees briefly describing the purpose and process of the study and the purpose and
relevance of the interviews. Except for the two pilot interviews, the duration of the
interviews was set to a maximum of 60 minutes. All interviews were recorded in an
audio format and, additionally, notes were taken. The interviews were conducted in
person with the participants in Gothenburg (Sweden) while telephone interviews were
conducted with the interviewees in Bangalore (India).
As basis for the data analysis, the contents of all interviews were briefly transcribed
after the interview phase. The individual transcript of each interview was sent to the re-
spective interviewee with the request to check the content for its correctness. Occurring
changes were considered later in the data analysis phase.
Observation Observation helps to understand processes better by seeing the actual
performance of the process. For some of the processes or system feature the researchers
made observation to get in-depth understanding about their processes by sitting next to
the interviewees when they were actually executing any tests or related process.
Document analysis Process documents such as test policy, software test description,
test cases, test plans, testing reports and all other documents related to testing were
studied to gain a deep understanding of the organization processes and standards which
in turn helped in understanding and analyzing the interview data.
5.6.2 Data analysis
The data collection phase was followed by data analysis. Since the main focus lay on
assessment of state of practice with respect to test process and not the identification and
implementation of improvements the instructions regarding improvement suggestions
were neglected during data analysis. Especially, the process of TPI NEXT was affected
by this decision.
The main element of the assessment with TPI NEXT is the verification of the check-
points provided by the model. Based on the interview data, the documents studied and
the processes observed Researcher A checked the fulfillment of the checkpoints for
each key area. Fulfilled checkpoints were marked with ‘yes’ and not fulfilled check-
points were marked with ‘no’. The results were documented in a spreadsheet provided
on the TPI NEXT website. The spreadsheet automatically produces the TPI NEXT
Test Maturity Matrix which highlights the fulfilled checkpoints in the respective ma-
turity level of each key area 1. Due to the limitation to the assessment of the state of
practice the consideration of clusters was disregarded.
1http://www.tmap.net/en/tpi-NEXT/downloads
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In a formal assessment of TMMi the result is based on the degree of fulfillment of
specific and generic goals. TMMi provides a rating scale which specifies the degree of
fulfillment in detail. In an informal assessment, as described by the TMMi Foundation,
this procedure is not proposed. However, since we needed to build a basis on which we
could compare the results of the TPI NEXT assessment and the TMMi assessment with
respect to our mapping of the two approaches we adapted the assessment procedure to
this purpose. Based on the interview data Researcher B checked the fulfillment of the
specific and generic goals associated to the process areas of maturity Level 2. The
fulfillment for each specific and generic practice was classified by the following rating:
‘fully fulfilled’, ‘partly fulfilled’ or ‘not fulfilled’.
If the organization’s testing process is performed exactly like the practices proposed
by the TMMi model or by an acceptable alternative this practice is marked as ‘fully
fulfilled’. If only particular steps of the proposed practices are in place in the testing
process of the organization this practice is marked as ‘partly fulfilled’. If a TMMi
practice is not followed at all this practice is marked as ‘not fulfilled’. Due to the
staged character of the TMMi model an assessment of a higher level is not needed if
the goals of the preceding level are not fully fulfilled. Therefore only the process areas
and goals of TMMi Level 2 were investigated.
Both, the assessment procedure of TPI NEXT and the informal assessment of
TMMi do not require the assessor to provide particularly strong or multiple evidences
for her decision if a checkpoint or a goal is fulfilled or not. Hence, the decision relies on
the assessor’s interpretation of the interview data with respect to the compliance with
the model provided by the respective approach. Both researchers agreed upon an anal-
ysis procedure in which a checkpoint or a goal was stated as fulfilled if an indication
of the fulfillment was given by at least one interviewee.
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6 Results
In this section the results of the study are presented. The section is structured by the
research questions answered by this study.
6.1 Research question 1
To answer RQ 1 (Which different TPI approaches can be found in literature?), a system-
atic literature review, as described in Section 4.1, was conducted. The TPI approaches
found by the literature review are presented in Table 9.
In total, 18 approaches have been identified. They are described in more detail in
Section 6.2.
The studies [Farooq and Dumke, 2008],[Farooq and Dumke, 2007] and [Swinkels,
2000] have been identified as primary studies related to the research question since
they are discussing TPI approaches. However, these studies are not listed in Table 9
because they are not explicitly presenting one specific approach but rather comparing
several approaches. Most of the approaches presented in these papers are already in-
cluded in the approaches listed in Table 9. Nevertheless, some approaches mentioned
in these papers have not been further considered in this study due to lack of available
information or due to generalizability issues (since they have only been developed for
a specific company).
6.2 Research question 2
To answer RQ 2 (What are the specific characteristics of these Test Process Improve-
ment approaches?), the data about the approaches presented in Section 4.1.5 was ex-
tracted from the primary studies found by the systematic review. The characteristics of
each approach are presented in Appendix F.
Based on their main concept the approaches can be grouped into four groups:
• TMM and related approaches.
• TPI and related approaches.
• Standards and related approaches.
• Individual approaches.
In the following paragraphs the identified approaches are described. Brief back-
ground information and the most important characteristics are pointed out for each
approach.
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Table 9: Found approaches.
Ref Approach Abbreviation
[Ryu et al., 2008] Ministry of National Defense-Testing Matu-
rity Model
MND-TMM
[Taipale and Smolander, 2006] Observing Practice
[Farooq et al., 2008b] Meta-Measurement approach
[Jung, 2009] Embedded Test Process Improvement Model Emb-TPI
[Rana and Ahmad, 2005] Testing Maturity Model TMM
[Burnstein et al., 1996] Testing Maturity Model TMM
[Xu-Xiang and Wen-Ning, 2010] Plan-Do-Check-Action (PDCA)-based soft-
ware testing improvement framework
[Tayamanon et al., 2011] Testing Maturity Model TMM
[Jacobs and Trienekens, 2002] Metrics Based Verification and Validation
Maturity Model
MB-VV-MM
[Kasoju et al., 2013] Evidence-based Software Engineering
[Kasurinen et al., 2011a] Self-Assessment framework for ISO/IEC
29119 based on TIM
[Heiskanen et al., 2012] Test Process Improvement Model for Auto-
mated Test Generation
ATG add-on for TPI
[Rasking, 2011] Test Maturity Model integration TMMi R©
[Reid, 2012] Software Testing Standard ISO/IEC 29119,
ISO/IEC 33603
[Burnstein, 2003] Testing Maturity Model TMM
[Farooq and Dumke, 2007] Several
[Ericson et al., 1997] Test Improvement Model TIM
[Karlstro¨m et al., 2005] Minimal test practice framework MTPF
[Burnstein et al., 1999] Testing Maturity Model TMM
[Koomen and Pol, 1999] Test Process Improvement TPI
[TPI, 2004] TPI R©Automotive TPI R©Automotive
[v. Ewijk et al., 2013] TPI R©NEXT TPI R©NEXT
[van Veenendal, 2008] Test Maturity Model integration TMMi R©
[Jacobs et al., 2000] Testing Maturity Model TMM
[Steiner et al., 2012] Test SPICE
[Suwannasart, 1996] Testing Maturity Model TMM
[Homyen, 1998] Testing Maturity Model TMM
[Koomen, 2002] Test Process Improvement TPI
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TMM and related approaches
TMM - Testing Maturity Model The Testing Maturity Model was developed by
a research group at the Illinois Institute of Technology in the late 1990s. Its purpose
is to assess and improve testing processes in software development organizations. Fur-
thermore it can be used as a model to represent the ideal incrementally growing testing
process. Especially assessments from inside the company are possible. Amongst other
sources, the development of TMM was influenced by CMM. The need for the devel-
opment of the model emerged since existing evaluation frameworks did not address
testing in a sufficient way. Especially the structure of TMM is inspired by CMM. It
represents a staged model and consists of the following components:
• Five maturity levels: Initial, Phase Definition, Integration, Management and
Measurement, Optimization/Defect Prevention and Quality Control,
• maturity goals (MG), maturity subgoals (MSG) and activities and tasks with
responsibilities (ATR) and,
• an assessment model (TMM-AM).
TMMi R©- Test maturity model integration TMMi is generally known as the
successor of TMM. It was developed by the TMMi Foundation. The TMMi Foun-
dation, a non-profit organization, was founded in 2005 by a group of leading test and
quality practitioners. Their aim was to develop a testing model which covers the ex-
perience and best practices of a broad group of experts and would find acceptance
in industry. Besides TMM as development basis, TMMi was influenced by CMMi.
TMMi consists of:
• Five maturity levels: Initial, Managed, Defined, Measured, Optimization,
• process areas in each maturity level,
• required components: Specific and generic goals,
• expected components: Specific and generic practices and,
• informative components: Sub-practices, example work products, notes, exam-
ples or references.
The TMMi maturity levels have been inspired by the TMM maturity structure but
further developed according to industry needs. Whereas the introduction of required,
expected and informative components was established due to the influence of CMMi.
Most generic goals and practices were even adopted from CMMi.
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MND-TMM - Ministry of National Defense-Testing Maturity Model MND-
TMM was developed to address the specific needs of weapon software system devel-
opment. It combines the concepts of several approaches. It was influenced by TMM
and TMMi and uses the continuous representation of CMMi. Furthermore, an OWL
ontology is used to describe the elements of the model. Most elements of MND-TMM
have been adopted from TMMi like specific and generic goals.
The model consists of ten process areas which are summarized in four categories -
Military, Process, Infrastructure and Techniques. Each process area has five maturity
levels. Due to the use of a continuous model the maturity of each process area can be
assessed individually.
MB-VV-MM - Metrics based verification and validation maturity model The
MB-VV-MM is a quantitative framework to improve validation and verification pro-
cesses. Metrics are used to select process improvements and to track and control the
implementation of improvement actions. The approach was based on TMM and en-
hanced by additions to specially support the validation and verification process. Similar
to TMM, it consists of five maturity levels.
TIM - Test Improvement Model The Test Improvement Model serves as a guide-
book for improvements of the test process and focuses explicitly on cost-effectiveness
and risk management. Its intention is to identify the current state of practice with strong
and weak elements and to make suggestions how to further strengthen the strong ele-
ments and to improve the weak elements. It was inspired by SEIs Capability Maturity
Model and Gelperin’s Testability Maturity Model.
TIM belongs to the group of continuous models and it is seen as the first step of
the PDCA method, the planning phase. The model consists of five key areas. Each key
area has five levels of maturity: Initial, baselining, cost-effectiveness, risk-lowering
and optimizing, which are each represented by one overall goal and several subgoals.
TPI and related approaches
TPI - Test Process Improvement The Test Process Improvement model was
developed in a Dutch company called IQUIP in the late 1990s. The model is based
on the test approach TMap. It helps analyzing the current situation and identifying
strengths and weaknesses of an organization’s test process.
TPI is a continuous approach. It consists of 20 key area which represent different
points of view on the test process. Each key area can have up to four levels of matu-
rity. Checkpoints are used to determine the maturity level of each key area. They are
requirements that have to be met for a test process to be classified in a specific level of
maturity.
A Test Maturity Matrix provides an overview of the testing maturity of the assessed
organization by highlighting the satisfied checkpoints and maturity levels per key area.
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TPI R©NEXT TPI NEXT is the successor of TPI, developed by the Dutch com-
pany Sogeti (a corporate merger of IQUIP and other companies). Compared to the
original TPI approach the number of key areas in TPI NEXT has been reduced to 16
and additional elements— enablers and clusters—have been introduced to the model
to more efficiently address industry needs in Test Process Improvement.
TPI Automotive A further approach developed by the Dutch company Sogeti is
TPI Automotive. It follows the same principles as TPI but was specifically adapted to
the needs of software testing in automotive industry.
ATG add-on for TPI - Test Process Improvement Model for Automated Test
Generation This approach represents an add-on for the existing TPI to address the
aspects of automated test generation in Test Process Improvement, especially the use
of formal methods. The add-on extends TPI by:
• new maturity levels in the key areas of ‘Static Test Techniques’ and ‘Test Speci-
fication Techniques’,
• new key areas ‘Modeling approach’, ‘Use of models’, ‘Test confidence’, Tech-
nological and methodological knowledge’ and
• new checkpoints.
Emb-TPI - Embedded Test Process Improvement Model Embedded TPI fo-
cuses on improving the testing process for embedded software by especially consider-
ing hardware issues of testing. The model consists of the following elements:
• capability model,
• maturity model,
• test evaluation checklist,
• evaluation & improvement procedure and,
• enhanced test evaluation model.
Standards and related approaches
Test SPICE The intention of developing Test SPICE was to provide a process
reference model (PRM) and process assessment model (PAM) specific for test process
assessment in conformance with the requirements of ISO/IEC 15504 II. Using ISO/
IEC 15504 V as a starting point and reusing its structure, the Test SPICE model was
developed by:
• identically transferring processes from ISO/IEC 15504 V to Test SPICE,
• replacing original processes from ISO/IEC 15504 V with specific test processes,
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• renaming processes of ISO/IEC 15504 V and,
• inserting new specific test processes to Test SPICE.
Software Testing Standard ISO/IEC 29119, ISO/IEC 33063 ISO/IEC 29119
is a testing standard. The need for this standard was identified due to the traditionally
poor coverage of testing in standards. Available standards with respect to testing cover
only small, particular parts of testing, not the overall testing process.
ISO/IEC 29119 is divided into four parts: concepts and terminology, test process,
test documentation and test techniques. By working in accordance to the process pro-
posed in the standard a specific product quality can be guaranteed. In addition, ISO/
IEC 33063, the process assessment standard related to the testing standard, provides a
means to assess the compliance of a testing process to ISO/IEC 29119.
Self-Assessment framework for ISO/IEC 29119 based on TIM The goal of
this approach is to provide an assessment framework that checks the compliance of an
organization’s test process with the standard ISO/IEC 29919. Therefore, the concept of
the Test Improvement Model (TIM) with its maturity levels has been combined with the
propositions of the standard. The model is divided into three levels: Organizational,
project and execution level. Similar to TIM this approach has five maturity levels:
Initial, baseline, cost-effectiveness, risk-lowering and optimizing, and also follows the
continuous approach which means that the key areas are assessed separately.
Individual approaches
Meta-Measurement approach This approach focuses on the specification and
evaluation of quality aspects of the test process. It is based on the concept of Evaluation
Theory [Ares Casal et al., 1998] and it has been adapted to address the test process
sufficiently. It consists of the following steps:
• Target(Software Test Processes).
• Evaluation Criteria (Quality Attributes).
• Reference Standard (Process Measurement Profiles).
• Assessment Techniques (Test Process Measurements).
• Synthesis Techniques (Quality Matrix, Quality Indexes).
• Evaluation Process.
Plan-Do-Check-Action (PDCA)-based software testing improvement frame-
work The PDCA-based software testing improvement framework was developed to
specifically address test processes provided as services by third party testing centers.
The concept of this approach is based on the hypothesis that knowledge management
plays an important role in process improvements. The framework is divided into the
following phases:
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• Build a learning organization through knowledge management.
• Plan the adaptive testing processes.
• Plan implementation and data analysis.
• Continuous improvement.
Evidence-Based Software Engineering In this individual approach, improve-
ments for the test process are identified by the use of evidence-based software engi-
neering. First, challenges in the testing process of an organization are identified by
interviews. Then, solutions to these challenges are searched by a systematic literature
review. Finally, an improved test process is presented by value-stream mapping.
Observing Practice In this approach the test process is studied by conducting
detailed interviews with varying roles involved in testing in several interview rounds.
The data gained by the interviews is analyzed by the use of grounded theory. Problems
and at the same time possible solutions are identified by the analysis.
MTPF - Minimal test practice framework MTPF is a light-weight approach
which addresses smaller organizations. Its goal is to increase acceptance of proposed
improvements by the involvement of the entire organization. The framework addresses
five categories which correspond to areas in testing. The introduction of process im-
provement is leveled in three phases which are adapted to the size of the organization.
6.2.1 Research question 2.1
To answer RQ 2.1 (Which approaches are generally applicable in industry?), the exclu-
sion criteria specified in Section 4.1.6 was applied on the 18 TPI approaches identified
by the systematic review.
This exclusion procedure led to a set of six approaches generally applicable due to
their completed development, the sufficient information provided about the approach,
an available assessment instrument and its independency from a specific domain.
These six approaches are TMM, TMMi, TPI, TPI NEXT, Test SPICE and Observ-
ing Practice. With regard to the four groups of approaches identified in the previous
section, these six approaches represent each group.
Even though TPI NEXT is the successor of TPI, and the concept of TMMi is based
on TMM and TMMi is often also seen as the successor of TMM, these approaches are
still considered separately in this study.
6.2.2 Research question 2.2
To answer RQ 2.2 (Which approaches are valuable for test process improvements for
the company under study?), a workshop was conducted in the case organization in
which the approaches identified as generally applicable were presented and two ap-
proaches were selected by a cumulative voting. The results of the voting are presented
in Table 10.
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Table 10: Results from applying cumulative voting.
TPI TPI R©NEXT TMM TMMi R© TestSPICE Observing Practice
Participant 1 0 40 20 39 0 1
Participant 2 0 50 0 50 0 0
Participant 3 0 60 0 40 0 0
Participant 4 0 50 0 50 0 0
Participant 5 0 0 0 100 0 0
Participant 6 0 100 0 0 0 0
Participant 7 0 100 0 0 0 0
Total 0 400 20 279 0 1
An objective first look at the results shows that TPI NEXT received the highest
scores with 400 points and TMMi got the second highest scores with 279 points.
Clearly behind are the scores for the third and fourth ranking. On the third rank is
TMM with 20 points and Observing Practice reached the fourth rank with only 1 point.
TPI and TestSPICE did not get any votes.
Considering the knowledge and experience in the field of Test Process Improve-
ment of two of the participants, the interpretation of the results requires a different
perspective. Unlike the other participants of the workshop Participants 6 and 7 already
had detailed knowledge about TPI prior to the workshop. One of them even has signif-
icant experience in performing test process assessments using TPI.
If the votes of Participants 6 and 7 were disregarded, TMMi would have received
the highest scores with 279 points, compared to TPI NEXT with 200, TPI with 20 and
Observing Practice with 1 point. Due to the fact that in both perspectives TPI NEXT
and TMMi clearly obtained the highest rankings we decided to apply both approaches
in the case study.
6.3 Research question 3
To answer RQ 3 (How well can the content of the selected approaches be mapped to
each other?), a mapping based on keywords extracted from both approaches respec-
tively and the search of these keywords in the other approach was conducted.
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C E O C E O C E O C E O C E O C E O C E O C E O
2 Test policy and strategy X X X X X
2 Test Planning X X X X X X X X X X X
2 Test Monitoring and control X X X X
2 Test Design and Execution
2 Test Environment
3 Test Organization X X X X X
3 Test Training Program
3 Test Lifecycle and Integration X X X
3 Non-functional Testing
3 Peer Reviews
4 Test Measurement X X
4 Product Quality Evaluation X X
4 Advanced Reviews X
5 Defect Prevention X
5 Quality Control
5 Test Process Optimization X X X
X Similarity between TMMi and TPI NEXT
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Figure 7: Mapping between TPI NEXT and TMMi—Results Part 1.
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2 Test policy and strategy
2 Test Planning
2 Test Monitoring and control
2 Test Design and Execution
2 Test Environment
3 Test Organization
3 Test Training Program
3 Test Lifecycle and Integration
3 Non-functional Testing
3 Peer Reviews
4 Test Measurement
4 Product Quality Evaluation
4 Advanced Reviews
5 Defect Prevention
5 Quality Control
5 Test Process Optimization
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Figure 8: Mapping between TPI NEXT and TMMi—Results Part 2.
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The similarities between the process areas of both approaches are presented in Fig-
ures 7 and 8 as the results of the mapping.
For the interpretation of the results it is crucial to take into consideration the dif-
ferent model representations of TPI NEXT and TMMi. TPI NEXT is a continuous
approach. Each key area can be assessed individually by all maturity levels. On the
other hand, TMMi is a staged approach. The process areas are linked to the maturity
level.
Most of the aspects covered by lower levels of maturity in the key areas of TPI
NEXT can by found in the process areas of Maturity Level 2 of TMMi. Exceptions
are the key areas ‘Testware management’, ‘Methodology practice’, ‘Tester profession-
alism’ and ‘Test tools’. None of the aspects of these key areas are covered in Maturity
Level 2 of TMMi. However, lower maturity aspects of the key areas ‘Methodology
practice’ and ‘Tester professionalism’ are covered by Maturity Level 3 of TMMi.
The aspects of TPI NEXT’s ‘Testware management’ key area are not covered by
TMMi at all. And likewise, the process area ‘Quality Control’ of TMMi is not ad-
dressed by TPI NEXT at all.
On the contrary, even though aspects of all maturity levels of the TPI NEXT key
areas ‘Test strategy’, ‘Test organization’, ‘Reporting’, ‘Test process management’, ‘Es-
timating and planning’, ‘Tester professionalism’ and ‘Test case design’ are covered by
process areas of TMMi, the maturity levels of these TPI NEXT key areas do not exactly
correspond to the respective maturity levels in TMMi. While the aspects of all matu-
rity levels of TPI NEXT’s key area ‘Test strategy’ correspond to TMMi’s process areas
‘Test policy and strategy’ and ‘Test planning’ in Maturity Level 2 and the aspects of all
maturity levels of the key area ‘Estimating and planning’ in TPI NEXT correspond to
‘Test planning’ also in Maturity Level 2 of TMMi, the aspects of TPI NEXT’s ‘Tester
professionalism’ are reflected by the process areas ‘Test organization’ and ‘Test train-
ing program’ in Maturity Level 3 of TMMi. Furthermore, the aspects of the key areas
‘Test organization’, ‘Reporting’, ‘Test process management’ and ‘Test case design’ are
corresponding to process areas of different maturity levels of TMMi.
However, most aspects addressed by process areas in higher maturity levels of
TMMi (Levels 4 and 5) are accordingly addressed by the highest maturity level (op-
timizing) in the key areas of TPI NEXT. And likewise, most aspects addressed by
process areas in lower maturity levels of TMMi (Levels 2 and 3 ) are addressed by
lower maturity levels (controlled and effective) in the key areas of TPI NEXT.
6.4 Research question 4
To answer RQ 4 (How do the results of the selected approaches differ after applying
them?), both approaches, TPI NEXT and TMMi, were used in parallel to assess the
case organization’s test process.
Both assessments came to the result that the maturity of the case organization’s test
process is still in the initial level.
Since this result is not very meaningful yet, a closer look is taken to the detailed
results of both assessments and these results are compared with regards to the earlier
performed mapping of the approaches against each other.
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C E O C E O C E O C E O C E O C E O C E O C E O
PF NF NF PF PF PF PF PF NF NF NF NF PF NF NF PF NF NF PF NF NF PF NF NF
2 Test policy and strategy PF X X X X X
2 Test Planning PF X X X X X X X X X X X
2 Test Monitoring and control PF X X X X
2 Test Design and Execution PF
2 Test Environment PF
3 Test Organization NA X X X X X
3 Test Training Program NA
3 Test Lifecycle and Integration NA X X X
3 Non-functional Testing NA
3 Peer Reviews NA
4 Test Measurement NA X X
4 Product Quality Evaluation NA X X
4 Advanced Reviews NA X
5 Defect Prevention NA X
5 Quality Control NA
5 Test Process Optimization NA X X X
X Similarity between TMMi and TPI NEXT Similarities in assessment results Differences in assessment results
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Figure 9: Mapping between TPI NEXT and TMMi. Comparison of assessment results Part 1.
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2 Test policy and strategy PF
2 Test Planning PF
2 Test Monitoring and control PF
2 Test Design and Execution PF
2 Test Environment PF
3 Test Organization NA
3 Test Training Program NA
3 Test Lifecycle and Integration NA
3 Non-functional Testing NA
3 Peer Reviews NA
4 Test Measurement NA
4 Product Quality Evaluation NA
4 Advanced Reviews NA
5 Defect Prevention NA
5 Quality Control NA
5 Test Process Optimization NA
TPI Next 
Key area
TMMi
Specific Goal
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Figure 10: Mapping between TPI NEXT and TMMi. Comparison of assessment results Part 2.
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The matrices in Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the assessment results of both the TMMi
and the TPI NEXT assessment in combination with the mapping results. The fulfill-
ment degree of the process areas in TMMi and the key areas separated by maturity
level in TPI NEXT respectively is indicated by three levels, ‘FF’ (fully fulfilled), ‘PF’
(partly fulfilled) and ‘NF’ (not fulfilled). To achieve a rating of ‘fully fulfilled’, in
TMMi, all specific goals of the respective process area, and in TPI NEXT, all check-
points of the respective key area, have to be fulfilled. TMMi process areas that have
not been investigated in the case organization are marked with ‘NA’ (not applicable).
The staged model representation of TMMi demands the assessment to begin with
the investigation of process areas belonging to Maturity Level 2. Only if all process
areas of Level 2 are fulfilled the assessment proceeds with the investigation of process
areas belonging to Maturity Level 3. Due to the low level of maturity present in the
case organization the assessment was therefore limited to the process areas of Maturity
Level 2 only.
In the contrary, the continuous approach of TPI NEXT allows for an assessment
of all key areas. Therefore, some aspects of the case organization that have been in-
vestigated by TPI NEXT and assessed as partly fulfilled, have not been investigated
by TMMi, namely some aspects of the TPI NEXT key areas ‘Degree of involvement’,
‘Communication’, ‘Reporting’ ‘Test tools’.
The TMMi assessment resulted in all five process areas of Maturity Level 2 being
assessed as ‘partly fulfilled’. In general, the outcome of the TPI NEXT assessment
shows a similar result. However, there are some key areas of TPI NEXT in which
similarities with TMMi process areas of Level 2 had been identified by the mapping,
but which have been assessed as ‘not fulfilled‘ in the TPI NEXT assessment compared
to the ‘partly fulfilled’ rating in TMMi. These are the efficient level of ‘Stakeholder
commitment’, the optimizing level of ‘Test strategy’, the efficient level of ‘Test orga-
nization’, the efficient level of ‘Reporting’, the efficient level of ‘Test process manage-
ment’, the efficient and optimizing level of ‘Estimating and planning’, the controlled
level of ‘Metrics’, the efficient level of ‘Test case design’ and the efficient level of ‘Test
environment’.
The TPI NEXT assessment resulted in one key area being fully fulfilled, namely
the controlled level of ‘Defect management’. The mapping between TMMi and TPI
NEXT had shown that the process area in TMMi dealing with similar aspects to this
key area was ‘Test monitoring and control’. Since the process area belongs to Maturity
Level 2 it has also been investigated in the TMMi assessment but it was only assessed
as partly fulfilled.
For some specific maturity levels of TPI NEXT, key areas that have been assessed
as partly fulfilled for the case organization, the mapping between the two approaches
had not identified similarities with TMMi process areas. These are the controlled level
of ‘Degree of involvement’, the efficient level of ‘Defect management’, the efficient
level of ‘Testware management’, the controlled and efficient level of ‘Test tools’, and
the optimizing level of ‘Test environment’.
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7 Discussion
In this section the results presented in the previous section are discussed.
The systematic review and the mapping between TMMi and TPI NEXT performed
within the case study provide a major general contribution to the body of knowledge
with respect to TPI approaches.
Confirmed by researchers working in the area of Test Process Improvement, our
systematic review provided a reasonably complete set of approaches. For some of the
18 identified approaches some of the researchers contacted as validation of the review
results stated appreciative that they have not been aware of these approaches before.
However, many of the research papers about these approaches do not provide sufficient
information, or the approaches do not include assessment instruments which makes the
approaches difficult to be applied in industry. Many of the identified approaches have
even only been developed as concepts. Another limitation to the general applicability
of the approaches is their specialization to a specific domain.
Primarily, based on the origin of the approach and the testing model which builds
the framework for the assessment, we divided the approaches into four groups.
The first group consists of TMM and approaches that are based on TMM or that
have been influenced in their development by TMM. Since TMM itself has been sig-
nificantly influenced by CMM, one approach, TIM, has been included in this group
that has not explicitly been influenced by TMM rather than by CMM. So it could also
be considerable to characterize the approaches in this group as influenced by CMM.
In contrast, the formation of the second group, is clearly less ambiguous. It consists
exclusively of TPI and TPI-based approaches. The third group represents standards and
approaches related to these standards. Here, the classification to this group was again
more ambiguous. One approach, the self-assessment framework for ISO/IEC 29119
based on TIM, has been included in this group since the testing model for this approach
is provided by the standard ISO/IEC 29119. Viewed from another perspective, this
approach could have been also included in the first group since the assessment process
is based on TIM. However, the assessment process was not the primary criteria of our
classification. Finally, the fourth group includes all other approaches that do not have a
testing model. They present individual assessments which are not built on a predefined
framework.
An alternative classification of the approaches could have been done by their model
representation which would result in three groups, approaches without a model, ap-
proaches with a continuous model representation and approaches with a staged model
representation. In this kind of classification the individual approaches would have been
grouped as approaches without a model and the TPI approaches would have been allo-
cated to the group of approaches with continuous model representation. The remaining
approaches, however, would have been split between the two groups of continuous
or staged model representations. Especially, in the TMM-related approaches, both,
continuous and staged model representations are used. This, in turn, emphasizes the
influence of CMM to these approaches, since CMM provides both, a continuous and a
staged representation.
One further classification would have been conceivable; the distinction between
qualitative and quantitative approaches. But surprisingly, only one approach was iden-
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tified using quantitative data for the assessment. All the other assessments are done
based on qualitative data gained from interviews or surveys. Even though the anal-
ysis of qualitative data provides much more space for individual interpretations and
less defined structure, it appears to us that the analysis of qualitative is preferred over
quantitative data analysis. This tendency to qualitative studies with respect to testing
processes corresponds to statements given by interviewees during the interview phase
of the assessment. It was claimed that the testing process followed is dependent, e.g.,
on the current situation, the workload or the tester’s experience in an area. This indi-
viduality of the process makes an unambiguous interpretation of metrics more difficult
and therefore the use of qualitative approaches more reasonable.
With respect to the selected TPI approaches to be applied in the case organization, it
is clearly reflected, in our opinion, that trust in the provided methodologies plays an im-
portant role in industry. Only few of the approaches identified by the systematic review
have been known to our industry partner before this study took place. The best known
approaches in industry are TMMi and TPI/TPI NEXT, which have actually selected by
the case organization. It could be argued that, these are the most commercially pro-
moted ones, therefore the best known in industry. But on the other hand many of the
approaches further developed in academia are also based on these approaches. Often a
well known approach is further developed for a specific domain. In our opinion, this
shows that industry and academia agree to a great extent about the requirements for
TPI approaches.
Moreover, industry is to a great extent familiar with the well established concepts
CMM/CMMi assessments and asks for similar certificates with respect to testing. A
formal assessment performed by a lead assessor accredited by the TMMi Foundation
provides this kind of certificate. Therefore, industry trusts in approaches influenced by
CMMi. We suppose that the awareness of CMM/CMMi in the case organization and
the influence of CMMi on TMMi influenced the voting of at least one participant of
the static validation process.
From different points of view, it was also interesting that, firstly, only approaches
using a testing reference model have been selected for application in the case organi-
zation and, secondly, approaches with different model representations.
Neglecting the individual approach without a reference model could be justified, in
our opinion, by the better guidance for the assessment and trust in the best practices
provided by approaches with testing reference models.
The selection of one approach with a continuous model representation and one with
a staged representation is especially interesting with respect to the performed mapping
between the two approaches and comparison of their results. The advantages and dis-
advantages of these two different representations are often discussed. It is claimed that
the continuous approaches, like TPI NEXT, offer more room for improvements in prac-
tice. The ability to focus on individually chosen aspects of the test process provides the
assessor the freedom to adapt the TPI to the specific needs of the organization; industry
seems to deem that as a very valuable characteristic of a TPI approach.
In staged approaches, like TMMi, it seems to be very difficult to fulfill the require-
ments to achieve the next higher level. Since all aspects of a maturity level have to
be fulfilled as a whole, a clear majority of the assessed organizations is still at low
levels. An official survey performed by the TMMi Foundation on the organizations
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assessed by a formal TMMi assessment states that 11% of the assessed organizations
are at initial level and 89% are at Level 2 2.
Therefore, the low TMMi assessment result of the case organization in this study
is not surprising. But, on the hand, it might have been expected that the TPI NEXT
assessment would have led to a better result. However, due to the results of the map-
ping between TMMi and TPI NEXT, these similar assessment results are absolutely
reasonable.
Despite their different model representations, the mapping between the approaches
showed that they principally resemble to a great extent. Apart from smaller differences,
they investigate the same aspects of the testing process and they basically categorize
specific requirements to the process in the similar level’s maturity. On this basis, it is
very likely that they come to the same assessment result.
Nevertheless, the mapping and the detailed comparison of the assessment results,
indicated that the requirements of the maturity levels in TMMi are much stricter and
more difficult to reach than in TPI NEXT. The comparison results showed that some
aspects of the testing process covered by lower maturity levels in TPI NEXT and iden-
tified as partly fulfilled in the case organization are allocated to much higher matu-
rity levels in TMMi which have not even been investigated due to the non-fulfillment
of Maturity Level 2. And furthermore, the mapping showed that some aspects allo-
cated to Maturity Level 2 in TMMi are spread over all three maturity levels of TPI
NEXT. Even an achievement of the highest maturity level in TPI NEXT, in regards
to these aspects, would still not lead to an achievement of a higher maturity level in
TMMi. Moreover, our experience in performing the assessments with both approaches
showed that the definitions given for the checkpoints in TPI NEXT are more superfi-
cial and provide a lot of freedom for individual interpretations. Whereas, especially,
the generic and specific practices, together with the work examples in TMMi give very
detailed descriptions of the testing process, which provides a good guidance in con-
ducting the assessment. However, for the successful application of both approaches,
extended knowledge in software testing is essential.
2http://www.tmmi.org/pdf/TMMISurvey2012.pdf
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8 Threats to validity
This section describes the threats to validity of this study and how they have been
addressed. An analysis of validity threats enhances the correctness of a research study
by early identifying factors possibly affecting the results and allowing actions to be
taken to mitigate or minimize the threats to the finding. The structure of this section is
given by the four categories of validity threats considered with respect to this study -
threats to construct validity, internal validity, external validity and conclusion validity.
The validity threats related to these four categories and possibly affecting this study
are introduced with reference to [Wohlin et al., 2012]. For each kind of validity threat
it is further discussed how this threat was particularly addressed in the design and
performance of this study.
8.1 Construct validity
Construct validity considers how well the results to a concept or theory used behind
the study can be generalized. It can be further categorized into design and social type.
Design threats cover issues concerning design of the study while social threats are
related to the behavior of the subject and the study.
Mono operational bias Mono operational bias refers to the use of only one single
independent variable, case subject or treatment in a research study.
With respect to data collection, this threat was delimited by using methodological
triangulation. Data collection was done through interviews, observations and
document analysis.
Mono method bias Mono method bias means that single measures are used or single
observations are done.
This threat was mitigated by the two researchers executing major parts of the
research independently and cross checking the results. Furthermore, different
methods were used by the two researchers with respect to snowball sampling and
the mapping between the approaches. Conclusions were drawn by comparing the
results.
Evaluation apprehension Evaluation apprehension is a social threat about a human’s
tendency to present herself in a better way when being evaluated.
To mitigate this, the interviewees were assured that the data collected in the in-
terviews would be anonymous which helped them to provide honest and realistic
information.
8.2 Internal validity
Internal validity refers to the act of establishing a casual relationship between the treat-
ment and the outcome. These threats are further identified as single group threats
because the study is applied to a single group.
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Maturity Maturity considers the factors that can affect the reaction of the subject dif-
ferently (negatively or positively) as time passes. Negative affect being that the
subject gets tired or bored during the interview.
To mitigate this threat the duration of the interviews was planned not to exceed
one hour.
Selection Selection is the natural variation in human performance and how their be-
havior is affecting the result.
There are two threats we identified in this regards, first, selection of intervie-
wees who represent the whole population. This threat was minimized by asking
the ‘organization representatives’ for help regarding interviewee selection, since
they had very good insight in the organization. The second threat was identified
while conducting the workshop for static validation where two external partici-
pants tried to put more emphasis on one TPI approach, namely TPI NEXT, due to
their experience with this approach. This threat was later mitigated by selecting
two approaches for application in the case organization.
Publication bias This threat to validity is related to systematic reviews where publica-
tion bias arises due to unpublished or grey literature which is not made available.
To minimize this threat we contacted the authors of the primary studies through
email and asked for unpublished literature with respect to TPI approaches.
8.3 External validity
Threats to external validity are conditions that limit the ability to generalize the results
of a study to industrial practice.
Interaction of selection and treatment This threat occurs if a wrong subject is se-
lected from the study population and the result cannot be generalized.
This threat was minimized by selecting different interviewees from different ar-
eas (PU and PD), roles and locations (Gothenburg and Bangalore).
External validity can also be related to the the finding of a systematic review. We
say that our exclusion and inclusion criteria and the quality assessments were precisely
good to get a good representative set of primary studies.
8.4 Conclusion validity
Conclusion validity is concerned with issues affecting the ability to draw correct con-
clusion about relations between the treatment and the outcome of an experiment.
Reliability of the treatment implementation This threat refers to the implementa-
tion of a treatment to the subject. Treatment in our study would be the basis
presented in applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria to select papers as pri-
mary studies in the systematic review.
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To mitigate this threat we defined explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria and
provided detailed documentation of the study selection process to be able to
prove how the primary studies had been identified.
Random heterogeneity of subject Heterogeneity of subjects means that the subjects
of a study belong to a varied group with respect specified characteristics. While
homogeneity of subjects means that the subjects belong to the same group based
on these characteristics. In our case, the interviewees belong to different areas
within the organization, have different roles, and are located in different coun-
tries. Thus it can be concluded that we have a chance of facing random hetero-
geneity.
Threats to the conclusion validity regarding questionnaires used in the interviews were
mitigated by conducting pilot interviews with two ‘organization representatives’. Fur-
thermore, the interview audio recordings were briefly transcribed and the transcipts
were sent back to the respective interviewee to conform if the data had been interpreted
correctly.
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9 Conclusions
This study was divided into two parts. In the first part, we conducted a systematic
literature review to identify available Test Process Improvement (TPI) approaches. A
total of 18 approaches have been found. To our knowledge this is the first system-
atic literature review conducted in this area. Based on information extracted from the
identified primary studies with respect to completeness of development, availability of
information and assessment instruments, and domain limitations of the approaches, six
generally applicable TPI approaches have been identified - TMM, TMMi, TPI, TPI
NEXT and Observing practice. These six approaches mainly differ in regards to the
use of testing process reference models, and their model representation.
In the second part of this study, we conducted a case study in which, first, two
approaches to be applied in the case organization were selected, and second, two par-
allel assessments of the organization’s testing process were performed using these ap-
proaches. The approaches used in this case study were TMMi and TPI NEXT. A major
distinction between these two approaches is their model representation, TMMi has a
staged model and TPI NEXT uses a continuous model. Based on an initially performed
mapping between TMMi and TPI NEXT the assessment results were compared. With
both approaches the testing process of the case organization was assessed to be in the
‘initial’ level. Based on the mapping between the approaches and the comparison of
their detailed assessment results, we found out that both approaches are very similar.
Mostly, they cover the same aspects of the testing process and categorize these aspects
to similar levels of maturity. However, a closer look shows that the detailed assess-
ment results differ, particularly caused by the different model representations of the
two approaches.
The generalizable results of the systematic review and the mapping between the
two TPI approaches provide, on the one hand, a good basis for further research in this
area. There is a need to conduct further case studies comparing assessment results to
strengthen the findings and to perform similar mappings between further approaches to
extend the knowledge. On the other hand, these results essentially support industry in
selecting an approach to improve software testing processes.
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A Summarized inquiries and responses from contact-
ing authors in systematic literature review
The authors of 21 papers were contacted. The email inquiries were structured as fol-
lows:
• Introduction as master students of Software Engineering at Gothenburg Univer-
sity.
• Introduction to the thesis topic.
• Stating that paper written by the contact person has been identified as primary
study to our thesis topic.
• Asking for further studies conducted in the presented research area.
• If applicable, referring to the development status mentioned in the paper.
We got the following responses:
• One of the authors of [Farooq et al., 2008b], [Farooq et al., 2008c] and [Farooq
and Dumke, 2008] provided us with the technical report [Farooq and Dumke].
• One of the authors of [Kasoju et al., 2013] suggested to look into general Soft-
ware Process Improvement frameworks, lean software development methods and
light-weight process improvement approaches related to testing, like presented
in [Pettersson et al., 2008] and [Lehtinen et al., 2011].
• One of the authors of [Taipale and Smolander, 2006] provided us with access to
data and publications of the project MASTO.
• The author of [Rasking, 2011] offered to conduct an interview.
• The authors of [Burnstein, 2003], [Taipale and Smolander, 2006], [Kasurinen
et al., 2011a], [Ryu et al., 2008], [Heiskanen et al., 2012] kindly responded to
our email but could not provide us with further research papers.
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B Pilot search - Search queries
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Table 11: Pilot Search ACM
Search Query Publication Type Hits Relevant
((((((Abstract:Test AND Abstract:Process AND
Abstract:Improvement AND
Abstract:Software))OR((Title:Test AND Title:Process
AND Title:Improvement AND Title:Software))))) AND
(PublishedAs:proceeding ))
Proceeding 52 0
((((((Abstract:Test AND Abstract:Process AND
Abstract:Improvement AND
Abstract:Software))OR((Title:Test AND Title:Process
AND Title:Improvement AND Title:Software))))) AND
(PublishedAs:journal ))
Journal 0 0
Table 12: Pilot Search IEEE
Search Query Content
Type
Topic Hits Relevant
((((Test) AND Process) AND
Improvement) AND Software)
Journals and
Magazines
Computing and Processing
(Hardware/Software)
285 3
Table 13: Pilot Search ScienceDirect
Search Query Include Subject Hits Relevant
TITLE-ABSTR-KEY(Test Process
Improvement Software)
Journals Computer Science 39 1
Table 14: Pilot Search Springer Link
Search Query Content Type Discipline Sub-discipline Hits Relevant
Test AND
process AND
improvement
AND software
Article Computer Science SWE 4767 not checked
Test AND
process AND
improvement
AND software
Chapter Computer Science SWE 20613 not checked
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IEEE Developing a Testing Maturity
Model for software test process
evaluation and improvement
yes yes yes yes X X
IEEE Bringing maturity to test yes yes yes yes X X
IEEE A Test Process Improvement Model
for Embedded Software Develop-
ments
yes maybe no yes X X
IEEE A meta-measurement approach for
software test processes
yes yes no yes X X
ACM Improving software testing by ob-
serving practice
yes yes yes yes X X
ACM, IEEE A Strategic Test Process Improve-
ment Approach Using an Ontologi-
cal Description for MND-TMM
yes yes no yes X X
IEEE Design of a competence model for
testing teams
no maybe no yes X X
Springer
Link
Challenges in Evaluating SOA Test
Processes
maybe no no yes X X
Springer
Link
Analysis of an Artifact Oriented
Test Process Model and of Testing
Aspects of CMMI
yes no yes yes X X
IEEE Measuring and assessing software
test processes using test data
maybe yes yes yes X X
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IEEE Improving the testing process by
program static analysis
yes yes yes maybe X X
IEEE Elaborating Software Test Pro-
cesses and Strategies
yes yes yes yes X X
IEEE A Software Testing Process for the
Reference Model of Competisoft
maybe yes no yes X X
IEEE Optimizing Test Process Action
Plans by Blending Testing Maturity
Model and Design of Experiments
yes yes yes yes X X
IEEE How Test Organizations Adopt
New Testing Practices and Meth-
ods?
no maybe yes yes X X
IEEE An overview of software testing yes maybe no yes X X
IEEE A Goal-Driven Measurement
Model for Software Testing
Process
maybe yes no yes X X
IEEE A Goal-Driven Measurement
Model for Software Testing
Process
yes yes no yes X X
Springer
Link
Towards Software Testing Process
Improvement from Requirements
no yes yes no X X
Springer
Link
Test process assessments and im-
provement
yes yes maybe maybe X X
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Springer
Link
Software Reuse and the Test Devel-
opment Process: A Combined Ap-
proach
maybe no yes no X X
Springer
Link
Past, Present and Future of Process
Improvement in Ireland An Indus-
try View
yes yes no yes X X
Springer
Link
Experiences from Informal Test
Process Assessments in Ireland
Top 10 Findings
maybe maybe no yes X X
IEEE The Definition of a Testing Process
to Small-Sized Companies: The
Brazilian Scenario
no maybe maybe maybe X X
IEEE The application and research of
spaceflight tracking and controlling
software testing process new model
no yes maybe maybe X X
IEEE Reflective Architecture Based Soft-
ware Testing Management Model
maybe maybe yes maybe X X
IEEE Modeling software testing pro-
cesses
no maybe yes no X X
IEEE A Embedded Software Testing Pro-
cess Model
maybe no no maybe X X
ACM A survey on software test maturity
in Korean defense industry
no yes yes maybe X X
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Springer
Link
Towards Incorporation of Soft-
ware Security Testing Framework
in Software Development
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
Towards a Capability Model for the
Software Release Planning Process
Based on a Multiple Industrial Case
Study
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
The Role of Different Approaches
in Inspection Process Improvement
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
The Design of Focus Area Maturity
Models
no maybe no no X
Springer
Link
The Comparative Study for ENHPP
Software Reliability Growth Model
Based on Mixture Coverage Func-
tion
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
Summaries of PIE Reports no maybe no no X
Springer
Link
Summaries of PIE Reports no maybe no no X
Springer
Link
Software Test Capability Improve-
ment Method
yes yes no no X
Springer
Link
Software Reliability Modeling maybe no no no X
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Springer
Link
Software Analysis and Model
Checking
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
Perspectives no maybe no no X
Springer
Link
Investigating the effect of variations
in the test development process: a
case from a safety-critical system
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
Integrating Joint Reviews with Au-
tomotive SPICE Assessments Re-
sults
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
Impacts of the Organizational
Model on Testing: Three Industrial
Cases
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
Hybrid Modeling of Test-and-Fix
Processes in Incremental Develop-
ment
maybe no no no X
Springer
Link
Experience Reports no maybe no no X
Springer
Link
Bridge the Gap between Software
Test Process and Business Value: A
Case Study
yes maybe no no X
IEEE VOCAL: a framework for test iden-
tification and deployment
yes maybe no no X
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IEEE Validating and improving test-case
effectiveness
maybe no no no X
IEEE Towards Automation in Software
Test Life Cycle Based on Multi-
Agent
maybe no no no X
IEEE Testing IT: an off-the-shelf software
testing process
maybe no no no X
IEEE Research on the measurement
framework ISTPM based on MPM
yes yes no no X
IEEE Research and Implementation of
Knowledge Management Methods
in Software Testing Process
maybe no no no X
IEEE Research and Establishment of
Quality Cost Oriented Software
Testing Model
no maybe no no X
IEEE Outlining Developers’ Testing Pro-
cess Model
yes yes no no X
IEEE Modeling Software Testing Process
Using HTCPN
yes no no no X
IEEE Investigation of Knowledge Man-
agement Methods in Software Test-
ing Process
no maybe no no X
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IEEE Improvement of software testing
process of enterprise project
yes yes no no X
IEEE An optimal release policy for soft-
ware testing process
maybe no no no X
IEEE A Markov Decision Approach to
Optimize Testing Profile in Soft-
ware Testing
yes yes no no X
IEEE A lean metric acquisition and pre-
sentation environment for the as-
sessment of a test process improve-
ment experiment
no maybe no no X
IEEE A comparison of software-testing
methodologies
maybe no no no X
ACM Monitoring the software test pro-
cess using statistical process con-
trol: a logarithmic approach
no maybe no no X
ACM, IEEE Modeling and controlling the soft-
ware test process
maybe maybe no no X
ACM Experiences of applying SPC tech-
niques to software development
processes
no maybe no no X
ACM Effective test metrics for test strat-
egy evolution
no maybe no no X
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ACM Chasing rainbows: improving soft-
ware testing in the real world
no yes no no X
ACM A learning strategy for software
testing optimization based on dy-
namic programming
no maybe no no X
Springer
Link
Who tested my software? Testing
as an organizationally cross-cutting
activity
no no X
Springer
Link
What Is a Test Case? Revisiting the
Software Test Case Concept
no no X
Springer
Link
Verification & Validation in Medi
SPICE
no no X
Springer
Link
Web Engineering: Beyond CS,
IS and SE Evolutionary and Non-
Engineering Perspectives
no no X
Springer
Link
Web Application Testing no no X
Springer
Link
Using Software Inspection as a Cat-
alyst for SPI in a Small Company
no no X
Springer
Link
Using Process Simulation to Assess
the Test Design Effort Reduction of
a Model-Based Testing Approach
no no X
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Springer
Link
Using formal methods for ensuring
quality requirements of systems
no no X
Springer
Link
Use of Non-IT Testers in Software
Development
no no X
Springer
Link
Usability Engineering Methods
Plethora
no no X
Springer
Link
Theory and practice of software
factories
no no X
Springer
Link
Theoretical Feasibility of Condi-
tional Invariant Detection
no no X
Springer
Link
The Ten Best Practices for Test
Case Prioritization
no no X
Springer
Link
The Security Process Model of Em-
bedded Systems
no no X
Springer
Link
The Role of Design Components in
Test Plan Generation
no no X
Springer
Link
The process modeling cookbook
orientation, description and experi-
ence
no no X
Springer
Link
The OOSPICE Assessment Com-
ponent: Customizing Software Pro-
cess Assessment to CBD
no no X
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Springer
Link
The marginal value of increased
testing: An empirical analysis using
four code coverage measures
no no X
Springer
Link
The Dynamic Architecture Matu-
rity Matrix: Instrument Analysis
and Refinement
no no X
Springer
Link
The Control of IT Risk by Means of
Risk-Based Testing
no no X
Springer
Link
The ability of directed tests to pre-
dict software quality
no no X
Springer
Link
Testing Safety Critical Ada Code
Using Non Real Time Testing
no no X
Springer
Link
Testing of Service-Oriented Archi-
tectures A Practical Approach
no no X
Springer
Link
Testing in Multi-Agent Systems no no X
Springer
Link
Testing Coverage and Removal
Models
no no X
Springer
Link
Testing Concurrent Systems: A
Formal Approach
no no X
Springer
Link
Test Management Traceability
Model to Support Software Testing
Documentation
no no X
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Springer
Link
Test criteria and coverage measures
for software integration testing
no no X
Springer
Link
Test based security certifications no no X
Springer
Link
Technology Review: Adapting Fi-
nancial Measures: Making a Busi-
ness Case for Software Process Im-
provement*
no no X
Springer
Link
Systematic testing and formal ver-
ification to validate reactive pro-
grams
no no X
Springer
Link
Supplement of Security-Related
Parts of ISO/IEC TR 15504
no no X
Springer
Link
Stufen der Durchfu¨hrung von IT-
Projekten
no no X
Springer
Link
Student modeling to support multi-
ple instructional approaches
no no X
Springer
Link
Stretching the paradigm for soft-
ware reliability assurance
no no X
Springer
Link
Specification of Service Level
Agreements: Problems, Principles
and Practices
no no X
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Springer
Link
Software Testing’s Place in Devel-
opment
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Testing Process Automa-
tion Based on UTP A Case Study
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Testing Method Consider-
ing the Importance of Factor Com-
binations in Pair-Wise Testing
no no X
Springer
Link
Software testing for dependability
assessment
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Testing no no X
Springer
Link
Software Process Model Blueprints no no X
Springer
Link
Software Process Measurement
Based on Six Sigma
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Process and Testing Mod-
els
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Fault Prediction with
Object-Oriented Metrics Based Ar-
tificial Immune Recognition Sys-
tem
no no X
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Springer
Link
Software Fault Localization Using
Elastic Net: A New Statistical Ap-
proach
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Evolution and the Code
Fault Introduction Process
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Engineering Processes
and Tools
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Engineering no no X
Springer
Link
Software Dependability Metrics
and Analysis Based on AADL
Error Model
no no X
Springer
Link
Software Defect Estimations Under
Imperfect Debugging
no no X
Springer
Link
Simple Metrics for Improving Soft-
ware Process Performance and Ca-
pability: A Case Study
no no X
Springer
Link
Setting a Framework for Trusted
Component Trading
no no X
Springer
Link
Separation of Concerns in Teaching
Software Engineering
no no X
Springer
Link
Separating sequence overlap for au-
tomated test sequence generation
no no X
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Springer
Link
Search Based Software Engineer-
ing: Techniques, Taxonomy, Tuto-
rial
no no X
Springer
Link
SAS: A Tool for the
GQM+Strategies Grid Deriva-
tion Process
no no X
Springer
Link
Safety-Critical Standards for Verifi-
cation and Validation
no no X
Springer
Link
Runtime Verification in Context:
Can Optimizing Error Detection
Improve Fault Diagnosis?
no no X
Springer
Link
Quality Impact of Introducing
Component-Level Test Automation
and Test-Driven Development
no no X
Springer
Link
Proposing an ISO/IEC 15504-2
Compliant Method for Process
Capability/Maturity Models Cus-
tomization
no no X
Springer
Link
Process Improvement in Require-
ments Management: A Method En-
gineering Approach
no no X
Springer
Link
Problems and Prospects in Quanti-
fying Software Maintainability
no no X
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Springer
Link
Prioritizing JUnit Test Cases: An
Empirical Assessment and Cost-
Benefits Analysis
no no X
Springer
Link
Overview of Software Processes
and Software Evolution
no no X
Springer
Link
Optimized Software Process for
Fault Handling in Global Software
Development
no no X
Springer
Link
Neural Network Based Software
Reliability Prediction with the Feed
of Testing Process Knowledge
no no X
Springer
Link
Modeling and Analysis of Grid Ser-
vice Reliability Considering Fault
Recovery
no no X
Springer
Link
Model Checking in Practice: Anal-
ysis of Generic Bootloader Using
SPIN
no no X
Springer
Link
Life-Cycle E-commerce Testing
with OO-TTCN-3
no no X
Springer
Link
Leveraging People-Related Matu-
rity Issues for Achieving Higher
Maturity and Capability Levels
no no X
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Springer
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Legal Sufficiency of Testing Pro-
cesses
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Springer
Link
Jawi Generator Software Using
ARM Board Under Linux
no no X
Springer
Link
JadexCloud - An Infrastructure for
Enterprise Cloud Applications
no no X
Springer
Link
Introduction no no X
Springer
Link
Introduction no no X
Springer
Link
Introduction no no X
Springer
Link
Introducing the Data Role in Mod-
els for Database Assessment
no no X
Springer
Link
Introducing and Developing Profes-
sional Standards in the Information
Systems Curriculum
no no X
Springer
Link
Integrating Manual and Automatic
Risk Assessment for Risk-Based
Testing
no no X
Springer
Link
Integrating Knowledge Manage-
ment and Quality Management
no no X
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Springer
Link
Increasing testing productivity and
software quality: A comparison
of software testing methodologies
within NASA
no no X
Springer
Link
Incorporating Software Testing as a
Discipline in Curriculum of Com-
puting Courses
no no X
Springer
Link
Improving Verification & Valida-
tion in the Medical Device Domain
no no X
Springer
Link
Improving the Testing and Testabil-
ity of Software Product Lines
no no X
Springer
Link
Improving the ROI of Software
Quality Assurance Activities: An
Empirical Study
no no X
Springer
Link
Improving software tests using Z
Specifications
no no X
Springer
Link
Imperfect-debugging Models no no X
Springer
Link
Impact of Corporate and Organic
Growth on Software Development
no no X
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Springer
Link
How to get mature global virtual
teams: a framework to improve
team process management in dis-
tributed software teams
no no X
Springer
Link
High Integrity Ada no no X
Springer
Link
Ginga-J - An Open Java-Based Ap-
plication Environment for Interac-
tive Digital Television Services
no no X
Springer
Link
Functional, Control and Data Flow,
and Mutation Testing: Theory and
Practice
no no X
Springer
Link
From Process Programming to Pro-
cess Engineering
no no X
Springer
Link
Foundational Issues: Probability
and Reliability
no no X
Springer
Link
Formalization and assessment of
regulatory requirements for safety-
critical software
no no X
Springer
Link
Finding and Ranking Research Di-
rections for Software Testing
no no X
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Springer
Link
Factors with Negative Influence on
Software Testing Practice in Spain:
A Survey
no no X
Springer
Link
Exploratory Study of Scientific Vi-
sualization Techniques for Program
Visualization
no no X
Springer
Link
Experiences and Challenges of In-
troducing Risk-Based Testing in an
Industrial Project
no no X
Springer
Link
Evolving a Test Oracle in Black-
Box Testing
no no X
Springer
Link
Evaluation of software testing met-
rics for NASA’s Mission Control
Center
no no X
Springer
Link
Evaluation of features to support
safety and quality in general prac-
tice clinical software
no no X
Springer
Link
Estimating test effectiveness with
dynamic complexity measurement
no no X
Springer
Link
Error Propagation Monitoring on
Windows Mobile-Based Devices
no no X
Springer
Link
Entropy based software processes
improvement
no no X
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Springer
Link
Effective Bug Hunting with Spin
and Modex
no no X
Springer
Link
Effective Black-Box Testing with
Genetic Algorithms
no no X
Springer
Link
Editorial no no X
Springer
Link
Domain Testing no no X
Springer
Link
Development Site Security Process
of ISO/IEC TR 15504
no no X
Springer
Link
Developing control and integration
software for flexible manufacturing
systems
no no X
Springer
Link
Developing a customizable process
modeling environment: Lessons
learnt and future prospects
no no X
Springer
Link
Determining the Improvement Po-
tential of a Software Development
Organization Through Fault Analy-
sis: A Method and a Case Study
no no X
Springer
Link
Determining the Effect of Tangible
Business Process Modeling
no no X
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Springer
Link
Designing and Conducting an Em-
pirical Study on Test Management
Automation
no no X
Springer
Link
Design by Selection: A Reuse-
Based Approach for Business Pro-
cess Modeling
no no X
Springer
Link
Deriving a Valid Process Simula-
tion from Real World Experiences
no no X
Springer
Link
Dependability and Trust in Orga-
nizational and Domestic Computer
Systems
no no X
Springer
Link
Defining a Requirements Process
Improvement Model
no no X
Springer
Link
Dealing with Scalability in an
Event-Based Infrastructure to Sup-
port Global Software Development
no no X
Springer
Link
Data Mining for Software Testing no no X
Springer
Link
Conclusion no no X
Springer
Link
Commitment Nets in Software Pro-
cess Improvement
no no X
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Springer
Link
Capture-Recapture Methods no no X
Springer
Link
Building Test Cases through Model
Driven Engineering
no no X
Springer
Link
Building Reusable Testing Assets
for a Software Product Line
no no X
Springer
Link
Building Reusable Testing Assets
for a Software Product Line
no no X
Springer
Link
Automating unit and integration
testing with partial oracles
no no X
Springer
Link
Automated testing as an aid to sys-
tems integration
no no X
Springer
Link
Automated Test Reduction Using
an Info-Fuzzy Network
no no X
Springer
Link
Automated Software Testing with
.NET
no no X
Springer
Link
Assessing the Dependability of Em-
bedded Software Systems Using the
Dynamic Flowgraph Methodology
no no X
Springer
Link
Artificial neural networks as multi-
networks automated test oracle
no no X
Springer
Link
An Open Framework for Managed
Regression Testing
no no X
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Springer
Link
An ISO/IEC 15504 Security Exten-
sion
no no X
Springer
Link
An Investigation on the Occurrence
of Service Requests in Commercial
Software Applications
no no X
Springer
Link
An investigation on the feasibility
of cross-project defect prediction
no no X
Springer
Link
An Introduction to Visual Studio
Team Test
no no X
Springer
Link
An adaptive and trustworthy soft-
ware testing framework on the grid
no no X
Springer
Link
Adapting the Test Process for Web
Applications Strategies from Prac-
tice
no no X
Springer
Link
Ada for High Integrity no no X
Springer
Link
A Tool to Create Process-Agents
for OEC-SPM from Historical
Project Data
no no X
Springer
Link
A Software Tool to Support the In-
tegrated Management of Software
Projects in Mature SMEs
no no X
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Springer
Link
A set of complexity metrics for
guiding the software test process
no no X
Springer
Link
A Review of Prominent Work on
Agile Processes Software Process
Improvement and Process Tailoring
Practices
no no X
Springer
Link
A Refined Non-parametric Algo-
rithm for Sequential Software Reli-
ability Estimation
no no X
Springer
Link
A Quantitative Analysis into the
Economics of Correcting Software
Bugs
no no X
Springer
Link
A Novel BCC Algorithm for Func-
tion Optimization
no no X
Springer
Link
A Meta-model Framework for Soft-
ware Process Modeling
no no X
Springer
Link
A Maturity Framework for the En-
terprise Modeling and Engineering
Process
no no X
Springer
Link
A Goal-Oriented Software Testing
Methodology
no no X
Springer
Link
A Formal Technique for Reducing
Software Testing Time Complexity
no no X
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Springer
Link
A Fault Prediction Model with Lim-
ited Fault Data to Improve Test Pro-
cess
no no X
Springer
Link
A Coverage Relationship Model for
Test Case Selection and Ranking
for Multi-version Software
no no X
Springer
Link
A binomial software reliability
model based on coverage of struc-
tural testing criteria
no no X
ScienceDirect Transfer learning for cross-
company software defect prediction
no no X
ScienceDirect Software testing processes as a lin-
ear dynamic system
no no X
ScienceDirect Software Organizations and Test
Process Development
no no X
ScienceDirect Performance analysis of software
reliability growth models with
testing-effort and change-point
no no X
ScienceDirect Optimal test sequence generation
using firefly algorithm
no no X
ScienceDirect Optimal and adaptive testing for
software reliability assessment
no no X
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ScienceDirect Mathematical modeling of software
reliability testing with imperfect de-
bugging
no no X
ScienceDirect Applying machine learning to soft-
ware fault-proneness prediction
no no X
ScienceDirect An investigation of artificial neural
networks based prediction systems
in software project management
no no X
ScienceDirect An architectural model for software
testing lesson learned systems
no no X
ScienceDirect A case study in branch automation no no X
IEEE Workflow-Based Process Manage-
ment of Network Management
Testing
no no X
IEEE What do the software reliability
growth model parameters repre-
sent?
no no X
IEEE Using simulation for assessing the
real impact of test coverage on de-
fect coverage
no no X
IEEE Using sensitivity analysis to vali-
date a state variable model of the
software test process
no no X
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IEEE Using grounded theory to under-
stand testing engineers’ soft skills
of third-party software testing cen-
ters
no no X
IEEE URL-driven automated testing no no X
IEEE The Sleuth approach to aerospace
software testing
no no X
IEEE Testing requirements for mobile ap-
plications
no no X
IEEE Testing process model and classifi-
cation of test methods for embed-
ded software of electrical products
no no X
IEEE Testing of the rapidly developed
prototypes
no no X
IEEE Testing applications using domain
based testing and Sleuth
no no X
IEEE Test case generation and reduction
by automated input-output analysis
no no X
IEEE Tailoring test process by using
the component-based development
paradigm and the XML technology
no no X
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IEEE Supporting the software testing pro-
cess through specification anima-
tion
no no X
IEEE Study of task profile oriented em-
bedded software test aiming to im-
prove reliability
no no X
IEEE Statistical software debugging:
From bug predictors to the main
causes of failure
no no X
IEEE Software test process control: sta-
tus and future directions
no no X
IEEE Software reliability model with
bathtub-shaped fault detection rate
no no X
IEEE Software release control using de-
fect based quality estimation
no no X
IEEE Sensitivity analysis of a state vari-
able model of the Software Test
Process
no no X
IEEE Selection, Evaluation and Genera-
tion of Test Cases in an Industrial
Setting: A Process and a Tool
no no X
IEEE Secondary Power Supply Universal
Test System Based on PXI Bus
no no X
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IEEE Search-based Prediction of Fault-
slip-through in Large Software
Projects
no no X
IEEE Research on a Behavior-Based
Software Test Process Model
no no X
IEEE Research of Software Defect Pre-
diction Model Based on Gray The-
ory
no no X
IEEE Reliability Growth Modeling for
Software Fault Detection Using
Particle Swarm Optimization
no no X
IEEE Regression Testing Process Im-
provement for Specification Evolu-
tion of Real-World Protocol Soft-
ware
no no X
IEEE Re-engineering the test develop-
ment process
no no X
IEEE Real-time operating systems tuto-
rial
no no X
IEEE PSO based test coverage analysis
for event driven software
no no X
IEEE Programs That Test Themselves no no X
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IEEE Proceedings The Eighth Interna-
tional Symposium on Software Re-
liability Engineering
no no X
IEEE Proceedings of the 29th Annual In-
ternational Computer Software and
Applications Conference (COMP-
SAC 2005)
no no X
IEEE Performance evaluation model for
test process
no no X
IEEE Optimal Software Testing Case De-
sign Based on Self-Learning Con-
trol Algorithm
no no X
IEEE On the Trend of Remaining Soft-
ware Defect Estimation
no no X
IEEE On the determination of an appro-
priate time for ending the software
testing process
no no X
IEEE Modeling and Simulating the Qual-
ity of Sequential Iterative Develop-
ment Processes
no no X
IEEE Modeling and control of the incre-
mental software test process
no no X
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IEEE Model-Based Time Estimate of
Software Test Processes
no no X
IEEE Implementing Software Test Man-
agement Using SpiraTeam Tool
no no X
IEEE IDATG: an open tool for automated
testing of interactive software
no no X
IEEE Genetic algorithm based test data
generator
no no X
IEEE Fire control radar automatic testing
modernization - better, faster, sus-
tainable
no no X
IEEE Feedback control of the software
test process through measurements
of software reliability
no no X
IEEE Fault exposure ratio estimation and
applications
no no X
IEEE Extended TTCN in software testing no no X
IEEE Experience of applying statistical
control techniques to the function
test phase of a large telecommuni-
cations system
no no X
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IEEE Event-Based GUI Testing and Re-
liability Assessment Techniques –
An Experimental Insight and Pre-
liminary Results
no no X
IEEE Evaluation of software testing pro-
cess based on Bayesian networks
no no X
IEEE Engineering process for an online
testing process of control software
in production systems
no no X
IEEE Developing a customized software
engineering testing for Shared
Banking Services (SBS) System
no no X
IEEE Confidence-based reliability and
statistical coverage estimation
no no X
IEEE Composing a framework to auto-
mate testing of operational Web-
based software
no no X
IEEE Category Model of Process of Re-
peated Software Testing
no no X
IEEE Better testing through oracle selec-
tion: (NIER track)
no no X
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IEEE Best Practices for the Formal Soft-
ware Testing Process: A Menu of
Testing Tasks [Book Review]
no no X
IEEE Automation testing process model-
ing method of SOA-based isomer-
ous software
no no X
IEEE Arranging software test cases
through an optimization method
no no X
IEEE Application of missing data ap-
proaches in software testing re-
search
no no X
IEEE An overview of software cybernet-
ics
no no X
IEEE An Industrial Survey on Contempo-
rary Aspects of Software Testing
no no X
IEEE An effective equivalence partition-
ing method to design the test case
of the WEB application
no no X
IEEE An automated testing methodology
based on self-checking software
no no X
IEEE An Approach Using RUP Test Dis-
cipline Process for Shared Banking
Services (SBS) System
no no X
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IEEE Advanced models for software reli-
ability prediction
no no X
IEEE Adaptive Software Testing in the
Context of an Improved Controlled
Markov Chain Model
no no X
IEEE A Transformation-Based Approach
to Generating Scenario-Oriented
Test Cases from UML Activity Dia-
grams for Concurrent Applications
no no X
IEEE A tool based approach for automa-
tion of GUI applications
no no X
IEEE A three-dimensional visualization
tool for software fault analysis of a
distributed system
no no X
IEEE A state model for the Software Test
Process with automated parameter
identification
no no X
IEEE A Scenario-Centric Approach for
the Definition of the Formal Test
Specifications of Reactive Systems
no no X
IEEE A quantitative Learning Model for
Software Test Process
no no X
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IEEE A proposed framework for full au-
tomation of software testing pro-
cess
no no X
IEEE A proposal of a process model to
create a test factory
no no X
IEEE A novel test process modeling
method for automatic test
no no X
IEEE A new role of graphical simulation:
Software testing
no no X
IEEE A Model of Third-Party Integra-
tion Testing Process for Foundation
Software Platform
no no X
IEEE A model of knowledge manage-
ment system in managing knowl-
edge of software testing environ-
ment
no no X
IEEE A framework for Web applications
testing
no no X
IEEE A Framework for the Vamp;V Ca-
pability Assessment Focused on the
Safety-Criticality
no no X
IEEE A formal model of the software test
process
no no X
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IEEE A Family of Software Reliability
Growth Models
no no X
IEEE A criticism on the capture-and-
recapture method for software reli-
ability assurance
no no X
IEEE A contract-checking test method for
CTCS Hardware-in-the-Loop Sim-
ulation system
no no X
IEEE A Conceptual Framework to Inte-
grate Fault Prediction Sub-Process
for Software Product Lines
no no X
IEEE A Conceptual Framework for Open
Source Software Test Process
no no X
IEEE A Comparative Evaluation of Unit
Testing Techniques on a Mobile
Platform
no no X
ACM Virtual framework for testing the
reliability of system software on
embedded systems
no no X
ACM White-box testing for database-
driven applications: a requirements
analysis
no no X
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ACM Using the OPT improvement ap-
proach in the SQL/DS development
environment
no no X
ACM Using simulation to support imple-
mentation of flexible manufacturing
Cell
no no X
ACM Using implied scenarios in security
testing
no no X
ACM Using fault slippage measurement
for monitoring software process
quality during development
no no X
ACM Using an SQL coverage measure-
ment for testing database applica-
tions
no no X
ACM Towards economical software re-
lease recommendations
no no X
ACM Towards certifying the testing pro-
cess of Open-Source Software:
New challenges or old methodolo-
gies?
no no X
ACM Towards a documentation maturity
model
no no X
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ACM The influence of multiple artifacts
on the effectiveness of software
testing
no no X
ACM The data mining approach to auto-
mated software testing
no no X
ACM Test prioritization for pairwise in-
teraction coverage
no no X
ACM Test case selection and prioritiza-
tion: risk-based or design-based?
no no X
ACM Surveying model based testing ap-
proaches characterization attributes
no no X
ACM Supporting the selection of model-
based testing approaches for soft-
ware projects
no no X
ACM Specification-based regression test
selection with risk analysis
no no X
ACM Simulating patient flow through
an Emergency Department using
process-driven discrete event simu-
lation
no no X
ACM Selection and execution of user
level test cases for energy cost eval-
uation of smartphones
no no X
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ACM Security policy testing via auto-
mated code generation
no no X
ACM, IEEE Search-enhanced testing (NIER)
track
no no X
ACM Requirements traceability in auto-
mated test generation: application
to smart card software validation
no no X
ACM Requirements elicitation for an in-
telligent software test environment
for the physically challenged
no no X
ACM, IEEE Reliability Analysis of Component
Software Based on Testing Data
Transformation
no no X
ACM Perspectives on automated testing
of aspect-oriented programs
no no X
ACM Optimal and adaptive testing with
cost constraints
no no X
ACM Neural nets method for estimation
of the software retesting necessity
no no X
ACM Model driven transformation be-
tween design models to system test
models using UML: a survey
no no X
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ACM MobileTest: A Tool Supporting Au-
tomatic Black Box Test for Soft-
ware on Smart Mobile Devices
no no X
ACM Mitigating program security vul-
nerabilities: Approaches and chal-
lenges
no no X
ACM Making testing product lines more
efficient by improving the testabil-
ity of product line architectures
no no X
ACM Lessons learnt from the analysis of
large-scale corporate databases
no no X
ACM Knowledge management and soft-
ware testing
no no X
ACM Key challenges in software interna-
tionalisation
no no X
ACM JSXM: a tool for automated test
generation
no no X
ACM Investigating test-and-fix processes
of incremental development using
hybrid process simulation
no no X
ACM Intelligent user interfaces for corre-
spondence domains (panel session):
moving IUIs off the desktop
no no X
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ACM Improving the handsets network
test process via DMAIC concepts
no no X
ACM Harmonizing the test support for
object-oriented legacy systems us-
ing state-of-the-art test tools
no no X
ACM GridUnit: software testing on the
grid
no no X
ACM Generation of improved test cases
from UML state diagram using ge-
netic algorithm
no no X
ACM Exploiting software architecture to
support requirements satisfaction
testing
no no X
ACM Evaluation of model-based testing
techniques selection approaches:
An external replication
no no X
ACM Emergency department simulation
and determination of optimal at-
tending physician staffing sched-
ules
no no X
ACM Early estimation of defect density
using an in-process Haskell metrics
model
no no X
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ACM,
Springer
Link
Development system security pro-
cess of ISO/IEC TR 15504 and se-
curity considerations for software
process improvement
no no X
ACM Developing a synchronous web
seminar application for online
learning
no no X
ACM Deriving models of software fault-
proneness
no no X
ACM Demand-driven structural testing
with dynamic instrumentation
no no X
ACM Data space testing no no X
ACM Choices, choices: comparing
between CHOC’LATE and the
classification-tree methodology
no no X
ACM Case-based software reliability as-
sessment by fault injection unified
procedures
no no X
ACM Automating software tests with par-
tial oracles in integrated environ-
ments
no no X
Continued on next page
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ACM An empirical study of regres-
sion testing techniques incorporat-
ing context and lifetime factors and
improved cost-benefit models
no no X
ACM An empirical comparison between
direct and indirect test result check-
ing approaches
no no X
ACM Adaptive testing of software com-
ponents
no no X
ACM Adapting model-based testing tech-
niques to DEVS models validation
no no X
ACM Adapting and adjusting test process
reflecting characteristics of embed-
ded software and industrial proper-
ties based on referential models
no no X
ACM Active learning for automatic clas-
sification of software behavior
no no X
ACM A study on agility and testing pro-
cesses in software organizations
no no X
ACM A software test documentation stan-
dard
no no X
ACM A software frame for modeling and
runtime control of adaptive testing
no no X
Continued on next page
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ACM A model-based approach to ongo-
ing product evaluation
no no X
ACM A framework and tool support for
the systematic testing of model-
based specifications
no no X
ACM A case study in system integration
using the Build approach
no no X118
D Summarized inquiries and responses from internal
validation
We provided the authors that had been selected for the internal validation with a list of
all TPI approaches that had been found in the systematic literature review and asked
them if they think this list was complete. Furthermore, we presented them our exclusion
criteria that have been decisive for the pre-selection of applicable approaches for the
case study and the particular result for the approach presented in the specific author’s
study. Individually, the authors were asked if they agree to the evaluation of their
approach.
The authors of the studies identified by the snowball sampling were also asked for
additional papers about their research topic.
One of the authors of [Taipale and Smolander, 2006] validated our list of ap-
proaches as “good” and stated that it even contains approaches unknown to him.
The application of our evaluation criteria had first resulted in the exclusion of the
TestSPICE approach due to the absence of an assessment instrument and the avail-
ability of only a concept. The information given by one of the authors of [Steiner
et al., 2012] let us revoke this exclusion. He pointed out that sufficient information
on TestSPICE is available on the TestSPICE website 3, and that an process assessment
model is available. Therefore, TestSPICE has been included as an generally applicable
approach for the further research.
One of the authors of [Heiskanen et al., 2012] agreed to our evaluation regarding the
ATG add-on for TPI. He stated that an spreadsheet had been used for the assessment
which had not been published.
In a short interview about TMMi conducted with the author of [Rasking, 2011]
he agreed to our evaluation results for TMMi and also confirmed the results of our
systematic review as “very complete”.
3www.testspice.info
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E Interview questions
Warm-up questions
• How old are you?
• What is your educational background?
• How many years of working experience do you have within this organization?
And in IT in general?
Overview of work tasks
• What is your role in the organization?
• Which systems/applications are you working with?
• Could you please give us an overview of your usual work tasks?
Questions specific to testing
• How is your work related to testing?
• When you think of the testing you are doing, do you follow a specific testing
process?
• Do you follow a specific method?
• How are regressiontests and retests done?
• Who is involved in the test processes, inside or outside of your team?
• Do you assign testing tasks to specific persons?
• In which activities is the customer involved?
• Could you please define your stakeholders?
• How is the stakeholder involved in the overall project? And at what time?
• How do you plan for your testing, what are the activities involved in planning,
like resource management, etc.?
• Do you have a test plan? What does the test plan include, for example test
assignments, test scope, roles or responsibilities?
• Who is involved in planning? Is the customer also involved?
• What are the things you consider when you plan your testing?
• Are you monitoring the testing activities?
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• Do you analysis the product risks and do you have a test strategy related to the
product risks?
• Could you please explain the differences of your test levels?
• How do you design test cases?
• Do you use specific test design techniques?
• How is the relation between requirements and test cases?
• How do you document the test cases? Do you follow any specific template?
Please provide us with an example document.
• Do you have any tools to support the testing?
• Is everyone on the same level of knowledge about testing tools within your team?
• How do you handle communication about the project progress amongst your
team? How is the communication with the customer done?
• How do you report the testing? Please provide us with the document.
• Do you have any metrics to estimate or monitor the test process? How do you
record them?
• What is the process when you find a defect?
• Do you have a defect document? Please provide us with a template how you
report them.
• Do you think every one follows the same process and uses the same resources?
• How does the test environment look like? Who is responsible? How is it main-
tained?
• Since you dont have any specific role as tester how did you gain knowledge about
testing? Do you undergo any training?
Statistical questions about the interview
• How do you feel about the duration of the interview?
• Was it difficult to answer the questions?
• We used open ended questions. Would you have preferred ‘yes’ and ‘no’ ques-
tions?
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F Characteristics of approaches
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Table 16: Characteristics of TMM.
Characteristics
Approach TMM - Testing Maturity Model
Reference [Rana and Ahmad, 2005], [Burnstein et al., 1996], [Tayamanon et al., 2011],
[Burnstein et al., 1999], [Homyen, 1998], [Burnstein, 2003], [Jacobs et al., 2000],
[Suwannasart, 1996]
Based on/influenced by CMM
Gelperin and Hetzel’s evolutionary testing model
Industrial testing practices studies
Beizer’s progressive phases of a tester’s mental model
Thayer’s management model
Domain -
Developed by Illinois Institute of Technology, USA
Status of development Complete
Validated in an experiment
Completeness of information Detailed description
Additional information: team selection and training
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Available
Assessment instrument Available
Questionnaire
Mainly yes/no questions + open questions
Individual interviews after first round of pre-defined questions
Improvement suggestions Available
Recommendation of testing tools and test-related metrics
Process reference model No
Maturity structure Yes
1: Initial
2: Phase-Definition
3: Integration
4: Management and Measurement
5: Optimizing/Defect prevention and quality control
Model representation Staged
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Maturity levels
Maturity goals (MG)
Maturity subgoals (MSG)
Activities, tasks, and responsibilities (ATR)
Metrics
Tool recommendations
Critical views (managers, developers, usersclients)
Addressing Test managers
Test groups
Software quality assurance staff
Process areas Testing and debugging goals and policies
Test planning process
Testing techniques and methods
Test organization
Technical training program
Software life cycle
Controlling and monitoring
Review
Test measurement program
Software quality evaluation
Defect prevention
Quality control
Test process optimization
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Table 17: Characteristics of TMMi R©
Characteristics
Approach TMMi R©- Test Maturity Model integration
Reference [Rasking, 2011], [van Veenendal, 2008]
Based on/influenced by CMMi (staged representation),
TMM
Domain -
Developed by TMMi Foundation
Status of development Complete
Completeness of information Detailed description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure Yes
1: Initial
2: Managed
3: Defined
4: Measured
5: Optimization
Model representation Staged
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Maturity levels
Process areas
Specific goals
Specific practices
Generic goals
Generic practices
Addressing Test managers
Test engineers
Software quality professionals
Process areas Test policy and strategy
Test planning
Test monitoring and control
Test design and execution
Test environment
Test organization
Test training program
Test lifecycle and integration
Non-functional testing
Peer reviews
Test measurement
Product quality evaluation
Advanced reviews
Defect prevention
Quality control
Test process optimization
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Table 18: Characteristics of MND-TMM
Characteristics
Approach MND-TMM - Ministry of National Defense-Testing Maturity Model
Reference [Ryu et al., 2008]
Based on/influenced by TMM
Domain Defense - military weapon systems
Developed by Partially supported by Defense Acquisition Program Administration
and Agency for Defense Development
Status of development Under development
Completeness of information Concept
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure Yes
5 levels
Model representation Staged + continuous
Similar to the continuous approach of CMMi
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Maturity levels
Categories
Test process areas (TPAs)
Specific goals
Specific practices
Sub practices
Generic goals
Common features
Addressing -
Process areas Military:
Software quality evaluation
Process:
Test strategy
Test planning
Test process management
Infrastructure:
Test organization
Test environment
Testware management
Techniques:
Testing techniques
Test specification
Fault management
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Table 19: Characteristics of MB-VV-MM
Characteristics
Approach MB-VV-MM - Metrics Based Verification and Validation Maturity
Model
Reference [Jacobs and Trienekens, 2002]
Based on/influenced by TMM
Domain -
Developed by Consortium of industrial companies (defense and civil systems,
telecommunication and satellites, consumer and professional
electronics), consultancy and service agencies (software quality,
testing, and related vocational training) and an academic institute (Frits
Philips Institute, University of Technology - Eindhoven), Netherlands
Status of development Under development
Validated in various experiments
Completeness of information Concept
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure Yes
1: Initial
2: Repeatable
3: Defined
4: Managed and aligned
5: Optimizing
Model representation Staged
Planned to address continuous aspects
Character of approach Quantitative/qualitative
Structure/components Maturity levels
Process areas
Process goals
Metrics
Generic practices
Addressing -
Process areas V&V Environment
V&V Design methodology
V&V Monitor and control
V&V Project planning
V&V Policy and goals
Peer reviews
V&V Lifecycle embedding
Training and program
Organization embedding
Qualitative process measurement
Quality measurement and evaluation
Organizational alignment
Process optimization
Quality management
Defect prevention
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Table 20: Characteristics of TIM
Characteristics
Approach TIM - Test Improvement Model
Reference [Ericson et al., 1997]
Based on/influenced by CMM
TMM - Testability Maturity Model
Domain -
Developed by -
Status of development Complete
Completeness of information Brief description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
No use of yes/no-questions
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure Yes
Initial
Baselining
Cost-effectiveness
Risk-lowering
Optimizing
Model representation Unknown
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Key areas
Maturity levels
Overall goal for the level
Subgoals
Activities
Checkpoints
Addressing -
Process areas Organization
Planning and tracking
Test cases
Testware
Reviews
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Table 21: Characteristics of TPI
Characteristics
Approach TPI - Test Process Improvement
Reference [Koomen and Pol, 1999], [Koomen, 2002]
Based on/influenced by SPICE
Tmap
Domain -
Developed by Sogeti
Status of development Complete
Completeness of information Detailed description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Available
Assessment instrument Available
Checkpoints
Improvement suggestions Available
Process reference model Yes
Maturity structure Yes
Controlled
Efficient
Optimized
Model representation Continuous
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Key areas (20)
Maturity levels
Checkpoints (300)
Test maturity matrix
Improvement suggestions
Dependencies between different levels of the key areas
Addressing -
Process areas Test strategy
Life-cycle model
Moment of involvement
Estimation and planning
Test specification techniques
Static test techniques
Metrics
Test tools
Test environment
Office environment
Commitment and motivation
Test functions and training
Scope of methodology
Communication
Reporting
Defect management
Testware management
Test process management
Evaluation
Low-level testing
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Table 22: Characteristics of TPI R©NEXT
Characteristics
Approach TPI R©NEXT
Reference [v. Ewijk et al., 2013]
Based on/influenced by Tmap NEXT
Domain -
Developed by Sogeti
Status of development Complete
Completeness of information Detailed description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Available
Assessment instrument Available
Improvement suggestions Available
Process reference model Yes
Maturity structure Yes
Model representation Continuous
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Key areas (16)
Maturity levels
Checkpoints (157)
Clusters
Enablers
Test maturity matrix
Improvement suggestions
Dependencies between different levels of the key areas
Addressing -
Process areas Stakeholder commitment
Degree of involvement
Test strategy
Test organization
Communication
Reporting
Test process management
Estimating and planning
Metrics
Defect management
Testware management
Methodology practice
Tester professionalism
Test case design
Test tools
Test environment
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Table 23: Characteristics of TPI R©Automotive
Characteristics
Approach TPI R©Automotive
Reference [TPI, 2004]
Based on/influenced by Tmap
TPI
Domain Automotive
Developed by Sogeti
German automotive industry
Status of development Complete
Completeness of information Detailed description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Available
Assessment instrument Available
Checkpoints
Improvement suggestions Available
Process reference model Yes
Maturity structure Yes
Maximum 4 levels (individual for each key area)
Model representation Continuous
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Key areas (21)
Maturity levels
Checkpoints
Test maturity matrix
Improvement suggestions
Dependencies between different levels of the key areas
Addressing -
Process areas Test strategy
Life-cycle model
Moment of involvement
Estimation and planning
Test design techniques
Static test techniques
Metrics
Test automation
Test environment
Office and laboratory environment
Commitment and motivation
Test functions and training
Scope of methodology
Communication
Reporting
Defect management
Testware management
Test process management
Evaluation
Low-level testing
Integration testing
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Table 24: Characteristics of ATG add-on for TPI
Characteristics
Approach ATG add-on for TPI - Test Process Improvement Model for Automated
Test Generation
Reference [Heiskanen et al., 2012]
Based on/influenced by TPI
Domain Automated testing
Developed by -
Status of development Complete
Validated in a case study
Completeness of information Brief description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Checkpoints
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure Yes
Maximum 4 levels (individual for each key area)
Model representation Continuous
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Key areas
Maturity levels
Checkpoints
Test maturity matrix
Improvement suggestions
Dependencies between different levels of the key areas
Addressing -
Process areas Test strategy
Life-cycle model
Moment of involvement
Estimation and planning
Test specification techniques
Static test techniques
Metrics
Test tools
Test environment
Office environment
Commitment and motivation
Test functions and training
Scope of methodology
Communication
Reporting
Defect management
Testware management
Test process management
Evaluation
Low-level testing
Modeling approach
Use of models
Test confidence
Technological and methodological knowledge
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Table 25: Characteristics of Emb-TPI
Characteristics
Approach Emb-TPI - Embedded Test Process Improvement Model
Reference [Jung, 2009]
Based on/influenced by TPI
Domain Embedded software
Developed by -
Status of development Complete
Validated in a case study and a survey
Completeness of information Brief description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure Yes
Model representation Continuous
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Key areas
Maturity levels
Checkpoints
Test maturity matrix
Improvement suggestions
Dependencies between different levels of the key areas
Addressing -
Process areas 18 key areas with 6 categories:
Test process
Test technique
Test automation
Test quality
Test organization
Test infrastructure
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Table 26: Characteristics of Test SPICE
Characteristics
Approach Test SPICE
Reference [Steiner et al., 2012]
Based on/influenced by ISO 15504 part 5
Domain -
Developed by SQS Group
Status of development Complete
Completeness of information Detailed description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model Yes
Maturity structure No
Model representation -
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Process categories
Process groups
Processes
Addressing -
Process areas Process categories and groups:
Primary life cycle processes
Test service acquisition
Test service supply
Test environment operation
Testing
Supporting life cycle processes
Test process support
Organizational life cycle processes
Management
Resource and infrastructure
Process improvement for test
Regression and reuse engineering
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Table 27: Characteristics of Software Testing Standard ISO/IEC 29119 /ISO 33063
Characteristics
Approach Software Testing Standard ISO/IEC 29119 /ISO 33063
Reference [Reid, 2012]
Based on/influenced by -
Domain -
Developed by ISO/IEC
Status of development Under development
Completeness of information Brief description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model Yes
Maturity structure No
Model representation -
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Process descriptions
Test documentation
Test techniques
Addressing -
Process areas Test policy
Organizational test strategy
Test plan
Test status report
Test completion report
Test design specification
Test case specification
Test procedure specification
Test data requirements
Test environment requirements
Test data readiness report
Test environment readiness report
Test execution log
Incident report
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Table 28: Characteristics of Self-Assessment framework for ISO/IEC 29119 based on
TIM
Characteristics
Approach Self-Assessment framework for ISO/IEC 29119 based on TIM
Reference [Kasurinen et al., 2011a]
Based on/influenced by ISO/IEC 29119
TIM
Domain -
Developed by Supported by the ESPA-project
Status of development Complete
Validated in pilot study with pre-existing data (four different case
organizations)
Completeness of information Detailed description
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Available
Assessment instrument Available
Open questions
Improvement suggestions Not available
(only individual examples from the case study)
Process reference model Yes
Maturity structure Yes
0: Initial
1: Baseline
2: Cost-effectiveness
3: Risk-lowering
4: Optimization
Model representation Continuous
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Processes
Maturity levels
Addressing Software designer
Software architect
Manager
Test manager
Project leader
Tester
Process areas Organizational test process (OTP)
Test management process (TMP)
Test planning process (TPP)
Test monitoring and control process (TMCP)
Test completion process (TCP)
Static test process (STP)
Dynamic test process (DTP)
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Table 29: Characteristics of Meta-Measurement approach
Characteristics
Approach Meta-Measurement approach
Reference [Farooq et al., 2008b]
Based on/influenced by Evaluation Theory
Domain -
Developed by -
Status of development Under development
Completeness of information Concept
Assessment model Yes
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure No
Model representation -
Character of approach Quantitative
Structure/components Target
Evaluation criteria
Reference standard
Assessment techniques
Synthesis techniques
Evaluation process
Addressing -
Process areas Activities
Product (document, test cases, etc.)
Resource (software, hardware, personnel)
Roles
Table 30: Characteristics of PDCA-based software testing improvement framework
Characteristics
Approach PDCA-based software testing improvement framework
Reference [Xu-Xiang and Wen-Ning, 2010]
Based on/influenced by PDCA
Domain Third party testing center
Developed by -
Status of development Complete (thesis work)
Completeness of information Brief description
Assessment model No
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure No
Model representation -
Character of approach Unknown
Structure/components Test improvement framework divided into phases:
Plan
Do
Check
Action
Addressing -
Process areas -
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Table 31: Characteristics of Evidence-based Software Engineering
Characteristics
Approach Evidence-based Software Engineering
Reference [Kasoju et al., 2013]
Based on/influenced by Evidence-based Software Engineering
Domain Automotive software (applied in this domain, but not necessarily
limited to it)
Developed by -
Status of development Complete
Completeness of information Brief description
Assessment model No
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available (only individual examples from the case study)
Process reference model No
Maturity structure No
Model representation -
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Multi-staged evidence-based software engineering research process
Case study with interviews to identify strengths and weaknesses of the
testing process
Domain specific literature review/mapping to find solutions to
identified problems
Value stream mapping identify process wastes, show locations of
improvements
Addressing -
Process areas -
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Table 32: Characteristics of Observing Practice
Characteristics
Approach Observing Practice
Reference [Taipale and Smolander, 2006]
Based on/influenced by -
Domain Software products and applications of an advanced technical level,
mission critical, real-time-environments (applied in this domain, but
not necessarily limited to it)
Developed by Supported by the ANTI-project
Status of development Complete
Factors affecting testing know-how and organizations have not been
addressed yet
Validated in a case study with 4 organizational units
Completeness of information Detailed description
Assessment model No
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Available
structured and semi-structured questions, 4 theme-based interview
rounds
Improvement suggestions Not available
(only individual examples from the case study)
Process reference model No
Maturity structure No
Model representation -
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components Interviews
Grounded theory to analyze data
Classify data into categories
Illustrate interdependencies of the categories with cause-effect graphs
Process improvement propositions
Addressing Managers of development
Managers of testing
Testers
System analyst
Process areas Factors affecting testing, for example:
Involvement of testing in the development process
Management of the complexity of testing
Risk-based testing
Communication and interaction between development and testing
Use and testing of software components
Adjusting testing according to the business orientation of an
organizations unit
Factors affecting testing know-how and organization
Categories derived from data analysis:
Involvement of testing in the development process
Testing schedules
Communication and interaction between development and testing
Planning of testing
Use of software components
Complexity of testing
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Table 33: Characteristics of MTPF
Characteristics
Approach MTPF - Minimal test practice framework
Reference [Karlstro¨m et al., 2005]
Based on/influenced by -
Domain -
Developed by -
Status of development Complete
Validated in a case study and a survey
Completeness of information Brief description
Assessment model No
Assessment procedure Not available
Assessment instrument Not available
Improvement suggestions Not available
Process reference model No
Maturity structure No
Model representation -
Character of approach Qualitative
Structure/components 3 phases depending on the size of the organizational unit
Introduction phase consisting of 5 steps: prepare, introduce, review,
perform, evaluate
Addressing -
Process areas Problem and experience reporting
Roles and organization issues
Verification and validation
Test administration
Test planning
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